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Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development (ISFD)

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful
The Chairman,
ISFD Board of Governors
Dear Mr. Chairman,

Assalam-u-Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh
In accordance with the Regulations of the Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development, I, on behalf of the Board
of Directors, have the honour to submit for the kind attention of the esteemed Board of Governors, the
Annual Report on the operations and activities of the Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development in 1435H
(2014).
The Annual Report also includes the audited financial statements of the ISFD as prescribed in Article 18
of the Fund’s Regulations.
Please accept, Mr. Chairman, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Dr. Ahmed Mohamad Ali
President, IDB Group
Chairman of ISFD Board of Directors
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THE ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR
DEVELOPMENT (ISFD): BASIC FACTS
The Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development (ISFD) is a special Fund within the IDB dedicated to reducing
poverty in its member countries. It was established in response to the directive of the Third Extra-Ordinary
Session of the Organization of Islamic Conference Summit held in Makkah Al-Mukarrama on 5-6 Dhual Qa’dah,
1426H (7-8 December, 2005). The Fund was officially launched during the 32nd Annual Meeting of the IDB
Board of Governors (BOG), held on 12-13 Jumad-I, 1428H (29-30 May, 2007) in Dakar, Senegal. The Fund is
headquartered in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
The ISFD aims to achieve its objective of reducing poverty in its member countries through:
•

Promoting pro-poor growth.

•

Emphasizing human development, especially improvements in health care and education.

•

Providing financial support to enhance the productive capacity and sustainable means of income
generation for the poor.

In line with the IDB Vision 1440H, two overarching themes define the focus of the ISFD: improving and enhancing
the income of the poor, and promoting the development of human capital.
The ISFD activities concentrate on five key sectors that form the core of poverty reduction efforts in member
countries, namely education, health, rural and agricultural development, water supply and sanitation, and
transport and power.
The Fund has been established in the form of Waqf1 (i.e.Trust), with principal target capital of US$10.0 billion. All
IDB member countries are expected to announce their financial contributions to the Fund and extend technical
and moral support to its operations. As per the Fund’s regulations, institutions of member countries of the IDB
can also subscribe to the ISFD capital.

MAIN HIGHLIGHTS2
OPERATIONS
Approvals in 1435H (2014)
•

16 operations, valued at US$149.93 million in 13 member countries

•

Cumulative Approvals for the period 1429-35H (2008-14); US$433.5 million in member countries

1 The concept of Waqf (Trust/ Endowment) implies that only the income which will be generated from the investments of the
Fund’s resources will be available to finance its operations.
2 Figures as at the end of 1435H (2014)
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RESOURCES OF THE FUND:
•

Targeted Initial Capital: US$10.0 billion

Pledges
•

US$2.68 billion committed by 44 member countries (US$1.68 billion) and IDB (US$1.0 billion)

Paid-in Contributions
•

24 countries have paid their contributions in full, and 12 countries are yet to announce their commitments
to the Fund

•

Paid-in Contributions: US$2.27 billion, US$1.57 billion by member countries, and US$0.7 billion by the IDB.

•

Contributions received (paid-in) in 1435H: US$102.94 million, composed of US$100.0 million paid by the
IDB and US$2.94 million paid by member countries.

INCOME
Operating income in 1435H (2014)
•

US$75.64 million

Net income in 1435H (2014)
•

US$72.33 million

The cycle of poverty is reinforced when a family remains in poverty over successive generations. Improving child welfare is an effective way of
breaking this vicious cycle.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
I am pleased to submit the seventh Annual Report of the Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development (ISFD), which provides an
overview of the activities and performance of the Fund during the year 1435H (2014G). The IDB Group Policy for Poverty
Reduction has provided the basis for the ISFD activities in the member countries during the year. This policy underlies the
Bank’s role “to be a leader in fostering socio-economic development” and its mission to alleviate poverty and promote human
development.
Although significant strides have been made, many IDB member countries are still facing unprecedented challenges, triggered by
the dramatic political, social, and economic changes that are particularly affecting the poor and vulnerable segments of the society.
In the midst of this complex situation, the ISFD was able to meet a number of key operational milestones in 1435H (2014).
Thirteen projects and programs for which the ISFD contribution was US$149.93 million, were approved for 13 member
countries during 1435H (2014), bringing the cumulative ISFD approvals since operationalization of the Fund in 1429H (2008) to
US$433.5million. The Fund has also introduced a number of initiatives which aspire to provide quick wins and offer innovative
models for empowering rural communities. To implement these programs, the ISFD has formed important partnerships with
renowned agencies and institutions which share the aim of poverty reduction, sustainable development and achievement of the
MDGs. These results represent a good achievement if considered against the low level of the paid-in capital of the Fund.
The projects of the Fund were aimed to provide effective solutions to reduce the number of people living in extreme poverty
and without access to basic services and sustainable income generation opportunities. To this extent, the ISFD has introduced
programs which have direct impact on generating new job opportunities and income generating activities for the poor. These
programs included Microfinance, Vocational Literacy and Sustainable Villages programs. The Fund has also continued to support
programs which are aimed to enhance schools enrollment, particularly in primary and bilingual education. Furthermore, the Fund
provided support to the effert aimed at fighting infectious epidemics, such as Ebola, in West Africa.
The ISFD continued its effort for mobilizing its target capital of US$10.0 billion, which is very critical for the implementation of its
programs. As at the end of 1435H (2013G), US$2.68 billion had been pledged to the Fund, consisting of US$1.68 billion pledged
by 44 of the 56 IDB member countries, and US$1.0 billion committed by the IDB, with no new commitments made during the
year. Payments of contributions increased slightly during the year. In this regard, the ISFD looks forward for the implementation
of the ISFD BOG Resolution calling on member countries to make contributions to the Fund on the basis of a weighted criterion
combining a country’s GDP, total exports and foreign currency reserves, and to allocate suitable Waqfs (Trusts) in favour of the
ISFD which the Fund can develop to generate revenues that can enhance its income.
The ISFD BOD is also considering a review of the operating model and management structure of the Fund with a view to achieve
significant improvement in the Fund’s resource mobilization drive, operational performance and returns on investment of its
capital resources.
I take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the ISFD Governors and the Board of Directors for their unfailing support
and for skillfully steering the Fund throughout the year. I also wish to thank the IDB/ISFD partners for their collaboration and
confirm the management’s commitment to further enhance the confidence in the Fund by improving its methods of work and
mechanisms of implementation, and by setting bigger goals for its programs.

Dr. Ahmad Mohamed Ali
President, IDB Group
Chairman of the ISFD Board of Directors
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INCIDENCE OF POVERTY IN THE IDB
MEMBER COUNTRIES
Widespread poverty is an enduring problem and poverty alleviation has been a key target in development strategies
for all countries for the past three decades. However, over this period significant progress has been made in reducing
the level of global poverty. In 2013, the percentage of people living in extreme poverty was less than half of what it
was in 19903. Similarly, the proportion of urban slum dwellers declined significantly and notable improvements have
been made in the fight against malaria and tuberculosis. There have also been discernible gains in all other health
indicators as well as primary education4 and the state of hunger in developing countries as a group has improved
since 1990, falling by 39 percent, according to the 2014 Global Hunger Index Report.
According to the UN MDG Report 2014, 90% of children in the developing world now have access to primary
education, and disparities between boys and girls in enrolment have narrowed. Remarkable gains have also been
made in renewable energy and access to safe drinking water for the poor.
Yet, the progress has been uneven among and within countries and regions5. Moreover, poverty levels are still
quite high for a considerable number of developing countries as almost half the world’s population currently lives
on less than two dollars a day6. One in eight people worldwide suffer from malnutrition7. Too many women die in
childbirth and more than 2.5 billion people lack improved sanitation facilities. An estimated 7 per cent of children
under age five worldwide are overweight,
another aspect of malnutrition; one
quarter of these children live in subSaharan Africa8. Moreover, despite the
progress made, the level of hunger in the
world is still “serious,” with 805 million
people continuing to go hungry, according
to estimates by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations9.
The environmental system is under
unsustainably heavy pressure, while we
are already experiencing the threats of
drought, floods, and poor agricultural
prospects due to global warming and The world has made much progress in fighting poverty, but much remains to be done
in drylands where the implementation of the MDGs faces a number of economic,
climate change.
climatic and sociocultural challenges.

3 COMCEC Poverty Report, COMCEC - 2014
4 The Millennium Development Goals Report, United Nations, New York, 2013
5 For example, the percentage of people in the IDB member countries who are MPI poor ranges from 2 percent in
Uzbekistan to 93 percent in Niger. OPHI, Sabina Alkire and Maria Emma Santos, University of Oxford, July 2010
6 http://www.iisd.ca/sd/poverty/sdvol46num1.html
7 Op cit.
8 MDGs Report, UNDP, 2013
9 Global Hunger Index Report, FAO, 2014.
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The countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia account for nearly half of the total poor living in developing
countries. The global economic and financial crises that have been encountered in the recent period have
worsened this situation and increased the importance of the poverty alleviation policies and programmes. No
doubt, the food crises of 2007-9 had significantly slowed the progress against hunger and undernourishment
during this period. The inability to have access to enough food, in turn, affects labour productivity and the ability
of the undernourished to generate income, thus reinforcing the poverty trap.

Poverty in the IDB Member Countries
The total population of the IDB
member countries is estimated at
1.65 billion people in 201210. Although
these countries account for 22% of the
world population, they share 40% of the
world’s poor who live on US$1.25 a day
or less, and their total GDP accounts for
7.0% of the world’s total GDP11. On the
other hand, the total GDP of the less
developed member countries (LDMCs)
is only 4.5 percent of the total GDP of
the IDB member countries, although
their population accounts for 25% of the

Child labour deprives children of their childhood, interfers with their ability to attend
regular school, and that is mentally, physically, socially and morally harmful to them
and to the society.

total population of these countries12.
From a human development standpoint, about 43% of the IDB member countries population is in the low human
development group13. However, these countries exhibit vast disparities in the state of poverty, both across
countries and sub-regions. Overall, the share of the poor population in the low income member countries
accounts nearly for half of their total population. Nineteen, i.e. 32%, of the IDB member countries are in the
low-income country group. In the African region, which is the most deprived region in this group of countries,
and despite the progress made, this trend has almost remained unchanged for decades.
The GDP per capita levels of the IDB member countries portray a highly scattered composition; hence they
varied from US$800 in Niger14 to US$103,900 in Qatar in 201215, which demonstrates a 130 times difference in
terms of per capita income levels. Unsurprisingly, this income disparity is reflected in the state of poverty which
displays different manifestations for different countries. Moreover, wide rural-urban gaps are observed within
and across countries.
10 IDB statistical Bulletin, 2013
11 Country and Lending Groups, World Bank 2013. http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications/country-and-lending-groups
12 Internal IDB reports.
13 Calculated from the UNDP Human Development Report, 2013.
14 Index Mundi, http://www.indexmundi.com/niger/gdp_per_capita_(ppp).html
15 Index Mundi, http://www.indexmundi.com/qatar/economy_profile.html
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Looking at the state of multidimensional poverty (MPI)16, almost 32% of the population of the IDB member
countries live under multidimensional poverty and almost 22% live under severe multidimensional poverty.
Moreover, two-thirds of the IDB member countries take part in the multi-dimensional poverty index group,
and the share of deprived population ranges from 0.6% of the population in Kazakhstan to 92.4% in Niger17,
according to COMCEC Poverty Report-2013.
Considering the state of hunger within the IDB member countries, according to FAO classification, 30 countries
of the IDB member countries are defined as low-income food deficit countries in 2013. In fact, all IDB member
countries in the African region take part
in this category. In the Arab region, nearly
one-third of the member countries suffer
from food deficiency; namely Sudan, Egypt,
Iraq, Yemen, Comoros, and Mauritania. In
contrast, three member countries are
classified as food deficient in the Asian
region; namely, Afghanistan, Bangladesh
and Indonesia18. Although, overall, the
GHI value for the IDB member countries
is under the global average, a significant
number of the IDB member countries
have extreme hunger index values19, the
In many harsh conditions areas people need to struggle to collect a container of safe
most alarming of which is Comoros20.
drinking water.

The African Region
Poverty remains pervasive across the African Region, both in monetary and multidimensional terms. GDP
per capita levels are generally low and the poverty headcount ratios at $1.25 a day are generally more than
30%. In actual fact, it exceeds 50% for some countries, such as Mali, Sierra Leone, Mozambique, Chad, Niger,
Uganda, and Somalia. Similarly, in terms of HDI, African countries are among the lowest of any of the other
regions. Among the IDB member countries, Yemen, Afghanistan and countries in SSA regions also rank the
lowest in 2013. They also have the lowest HDI values not only among the other IDB member counties, but
also world-wide.
Like GDP per capita levels, the incidence of MPI poverty is greatest in the African region than any
of the other regions of the IDB member countries. The intensity of poverty – i.e. the average number of
16 The MPI is an index of acute multidimensional poverty which uses many factors to determine poverty beyond income-based lists (such as education,
health and living condition indicators). It reflects both the incidence (H) of poverty – the proportion of the population that is multi-dimensionally
poor – and the average intensity (A) of their deprivation – the average proportion of indicators in which they are deprived. A person is identified as
poor if he or she is deprived in at least 30 percent of the weighted indicators.
17 COMCEC Poverty Report, 2013.
18 FAO, http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/lifdc/en/
19 The GHI highlights successes and failures in hunger reduction and provides insights into the drivers of hunger. It combines three equally weighted
indicators in one index number: undernourishment, child underweight, and child mortality.
20 2013 Global Hunger Index: The challenge of hunger: Building resilience to achieve food and nutrition security, International Food Policy and Research
Institute (IFPRI), October 2013
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deprivations experienced by each household – is also greatest in this region. At least 33% of the MPI indicators
reflect acute deprivation in health, education and standard of living with which poor households have to contend21.
The lowest performers in this category are Niger, Mali, Burkina Faso, Guinea, Comoros, Mozambique, Sierra
Leone, Cote d’Ivoire, and Chad, who suffer from severe multidimensional poverty. In Niger 93% suffer from
multidimensional poverty22. Although some progress has been achieved in fighting poverty in these countries, it
is not significant enough to move them from the low human development category.
African countries are widely believed to be the ones with the worst food insecurity problems in the world. The
Global Hunger Index (GHI) values are very high for all of them as low incomes and frequent droughts and food
price hikes prevent families from buying enough food to eat. Among the top 20 IDB member countries having
the highest GHI values, 13 of them are in the African region, and with the exception of Gabon, all countries in
the region suffer from food deficiency23.
This has led to dramatic increase in
the number of the population who are
chronically undernourished, particularly
children, despite the fact that substantial
progress has been made by countries such
as Chad and Niger from the 1990 GHI to
the 2014 GHI24. Moreover, deprivations in
living standard, as reflected in deprivations
in rudimentary services and core human
needs, such as access to electricity,
adequate sanitation and cooking fuel, are
experienced by more than 50% of the
population.

Despite being one of the most densely populated countries in the world, Bangladesh
has been able to halve the number of the population living below the poverty line (the
first Millennium Development Goals) two years ahead of the 2015 deadline.

The Asian Region
The progress which was achieved by the IDB member countries in the Asian Region on the MDGs has been
significant but not uniform. Countries across the region have shown growth in per capita income, significant
drop in child mortality, and increased primary and secondary school enrollment for both boys and girls. Overall
there is no acute multidimensional poverty in the Asian Region as in the African region.
The first MDG goal is to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger – in which Asian countries are displaying significant
progress25. The targets under the goal are in the areas of extreme poverty, gender parity in school enrollment,
and access to drinking water. International measures of poverty rates are generally declining, although somewhat

21 Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI), UNDP, 2013. http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/mpi
22 Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI), UNDP, 2013, https://data.undp.org/dataset/Table-5-Multidimensional-Poverty-Index/7p2z-5b33
23 COMCEC, op cit.
24 Global Hunger Index, FAO, 2014.
25 The Millennium Development Goals Report, UN, 2014
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stagnating or moderately increasing in a few countries. The countries with highest percentage of people who
live under US$1.25 a day are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Turkmenistan, Pakistan and Indonesia, while it is close to
zero in some – Turkey, Malaysia, Albania, Kazakhstan and Iran. This introduces some uncertainties for future
dynamics in the first group, though the progress on MDG-1 is visible and has been attained by most of them.Yet,
this group has also lagged behind in improving human development indicators, as three countries (Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, and Pakistan) lie in the low human development category, while Indonesia and Turkmenistan lie in
the medium category26.
The MPI also reveals great variation in structure of deprivation across the Asian countries. However, it is widely
among low GDP per capita countries, particularly Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan, which display deprivation
in many indicators.These countries show deprivation percentages in health and education than they are in living
standard. For example, the percentage of people who are deprived in child school attendance is close to close
to 30 percent in Pakistan, while percentage of children who are deprived in years of schooling in Bangladesh
is about 18 percent. Yet, these indicators range from 1-7 percent for all other countries for which statistics is
available27.
Despite the considerable increase in
population in many of the Asian countries,
food production per capita has increased
significantly over the past two decades;
the increase being specially marked in
such countries as Indonesia, and Malaysia.
Yet, statistics confirm that Indonesia
still faces food deficiency, beside other
countries such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.
There is also great variation in the GHI
values displayed by the Asian countries.
For example, the GHI values are low (less
The rapid growth of urban population is fuelled by migration of the rural poor to the
than 5) for Albania, Iran, Kazakhstan and cities, drawn by perceived chances of finding cash employment in cities and pushed by
Turkey, but are very high for Bangladesh the limited opportunities in rural areas. On arrival, many are unable to afford proper
and Pakistan, despite the fact that in terms housing and so, turn to live in slum settlements which severely limit the access of residents to formal education, healthcare services, and water and sanitation.
of absolute progress Bangladesh had seen
the largest improvement in its scores between the 1990 GHI and the 2014 GHI28.

The Arab Region
Poverty rates in the Arab region are far lower than in Africa and Asia, although high aggregate wealth masks
significant pockets of hardship. The least-developed member countries (LDMCs) in this region have a large
proportion of their population living below the poverty line and some of them, such as Djibouti Somalia, Sudan
26 Human Development Report, UNDP, 2013.
27 Poverty Outlook, COMCEC, 2013
28 Global Hunger Index Report, FAO, 2014
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and Mauritania, are among the poorest in
the world. In terms of absolute poverty,
these countries have more than 40
percent of their population living below
the poverty line of US$1.25 per day29.
They also have some of the lowest per
capita incomes and all of them lied in
the low human development category in
2013. In additional, they have significantly
higher levels of multidimensional poverty
(particularly deprivations in health and
education) and marked food deficiency
which places them in the high-ranking
GHI category.

Many of the world’s poorest people are women who, as the primary family caretakers,
are sometimes obliged to be involved in very hard work to earn living.

Regarding other countries in the region, four countries have medium human development levels (Jordan,
Egypt, Morocco and Syria), while five countries – Saudi Arabia, Libya, Lebanon, Oman and Tunisia – are in the
high development category. Only one country, Qatar, is in the very high category. This is also reflected in the
significantly low levels of multidimensional poverty as compared to the other group.

ROLE OF THE ISFD
Despite the strides that the IDB member countries have made in recent years, poverty is still rampant and
urgent challenges remain ahead. Today, climate change, unsutable food supplies and energy crisis, and the
global economic downturn, are compounding the challenges that LDMCs are facing. The ISFD will devise and
promote innovative policies and programs that will reaffirm and build on its core areas of intervention as set out
in its Regulations and the IDB Group Policy for Poverty Reduction. Thus, the ISFD will:
-

Contribute more to food security through implementing appropriate programs to support smallholder
farmers to produce more, with improved technologies and better access to markets.

-

Provide financial support and training through its Microfinance and Vocational Literacy programs to raise
and stabilize the incomes of the rural poor, enhance their food security, improve access to safe water, and
support women’s empowerment and well-being.

-

Support, through its Sustainable Villages Program, improved post-production handling, processing and
storage facilities and better interaction among farmers, service providers, traders and agribusiness firms
– i.e. strengthen the linkages among the value chain actors.

-

Establish specialized Trust Funds to address specific poverty issues in the member countries.

29 IDB Internal Statistics
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As the labour market becomes more specialized and require higher levels of skill, vocational training becomes essential to reduce unemployment
among the youth. The ISFD has developed a flagship program of Vocational Literacy as means to help the youth and unemployed to be engaged
in sustainable income-generating activities.

-

Streamline gender, governance and environmental issues in all its operations to increase benefits to the
poor and maximize their impact.

The ISFD will continue to play its role in mobilizing the necessary resources to support these programs.
It will also leverage its comparative advantage to attract partners to enhance these resources. The Fund’s
operational program for next year (1436H - 2015) is built on the notion that member countries’ governments,
local communities, as well as other development partners, must work together and sow the seeds to create
opportunities for lasting improvements in the lives of the poor. Helping them to do so is an ISFD/IDB challenge.
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OPERATIONS IN 1435H (2014)
ISFD Projects/Programs
The ISFD financing operations are guided by the IDB Group Policy for Poverty Reduction which calls for a
systematic and pro-active approach to assisting member countries in their poverty reduction efforts. This
involves wide consultations with the stakeholders, including local communities, combined with developing proper
program/projects’ design, that incorporates international best-practices of poverty reduction. This method is
in line with the shift to an integrated approach for development, including community empowerment, microfinance, capacity building, healthcare, education, vocational training and providing the poor and vulnerable with
income generation opportunities. The ISFD also draws on the IDB experience and that of other institutions
engaged in the same endeavor and engages external consultants to support the process.
The underlying objective of all the projects approved in 1435H was the expected impact on reducing poverty in
the targeted member countries. Given the resources constraint, the Fund was selective in identifying projects and
formulating them in such a way as to achieve the maximum possible impact in accordance with the operational
guidlines of the Bank. This has been reflected in the sector priorities, geographical focus, as well as the terms
and conditions of financing which were aimed to achieve the following:
•

Help the poor to break away from poverty, with a special focus on the absolute poor.

•

Achieve sustainability in the poverty reduction activities of the Fund with a view not only to help member
countries achieve the MDGs, but also create opportunities for growth and employment for the poor.

The Fund emphasized partnerships and co-financing to supplement the its limited resources and scale up its
projects. it also incorporated components in its programs to address cross cutting issues, such as environment

People at Um-Ttaiman District in Chad celebrating the launching of the ISFD Sustainable Village Project in their area.
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preservation, women empowerment, governance and best practices, particularly in the areas of poverty
assessment, projects implementation, and monitoring and evaluation.
All projects approved in 1435H (2014) were appraised with an expected high impact on the livelihood and
well-being of the poor. They are also relevant to all IDB Key Strategic Thrusts, i.e. they have direct relevance
to “Alleviating Poverty” and “Prospering the People”. Moreover, they all fall under the key pillars of the IDB
Member Countries’ Partnership Strategies (MCPSs) and the internal economic rate of return (EIRR) on all of
them was above 10%.

Projects/Programs Approvals
Two overarching themes defined the
focus of the ISFD’s poverty reduction
activities in 1435H: (a) ensuring that
these activities create additional jobs
and employment for the targeted groups
through multi-sector interventions; and
(b) promoting the development of human
capital by enhancing education and health
interventions.
Since inception and up to end-1435H
(2014), the ISFD had approved 68 projects
(loans and grants), with a total project
cost of US$2.16 billion. The ISFD had Seeing the Light: The ISFD is joining the alliance against avoidable blindness is
contributed US$433.5 million (20.7%) restoring sight and enhancing life for tens of thousands of men, women and children
in sub-Saharan Africa.
to this amount, while the remaining cost
was covered by the IDB and other cofinanciers, including national governments, multilateral institutions, bilateral donors, and NGOs.
During 1435H, 16 operations amounting to US$149.93 million were approved for 13 member countries,
compared to 14 operations amounting to US$82.13 million approved for 11 member countries in 1434H
(2013). The total cost of the projects approved in 1435H is estimated at US$373.28 million. With respect to
disbursements, the cumulative disbursements from 1430H to 1435H was US$81.9 million, which represents 18%
of the total approved ISFD financing up to the end of 1435H (2014). This increase in disbursements was a result
of the growing number of approved ISFD projects over the past five years that have fulfilled the disbursement
criteria.
Considering the multi-faceted nature of poverty in member countries, the approved projects have been focused
on key sectors that form the core of poverty reduction activities of the ISFD, namely education, health, rural
and agricultural development, water supply and sanitation, and power. The thrust of the ISFD approach in
selecting these programs was the need to foster ownership and commitment by direct beneficiaries to ensure
sustainability of the projects. Women empowerment and capacity building were cross cutting issues in all the
projects financed by the ISFD to address the obstacles faced by women in economic development in member
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countries, particularly in the rural areas.
They were also targeted to provide the
poor and vulnerable with opportunities
for income generation on a sustainable
basis.
The ISFD recognizes that human capital
is the primary asset of the poor and its
development is therefore of fundamental
importance

for

poverty

reduction.

Projects in education and health sectors
create the foundation on which most
Ebola epidemic has caused huge social and economic impact on the affected countries
which are reflected in the significant mortality incidences, huge increase in the number
of orphans and widows, school closures, halting of development projects, deferral of
new investments, and loss of governments’ revenue.

poverty reduction activities are built. In
the education sector, the ISFD supports
national efforts to promote Education

For All (EFA) strategies within a sustainable and integrated sector framework that is clearly linked to poverty
reduction and development strategies. It also supports vocational training as a means for sustainable income
generation activities. The Fund recognizes that in situations of extreme poverty girls are particularly at risk,
as they tend to inherit the poverty of their parents. Therefore, the Fund has emphasized girls education,
particularly at the primary level, as a priority area of operations.
In the health sector, at the forefront of the ISFD priorities is the strengthening of health systems, particularly
primary health services in the rural areas in LDMCs. Ante-natal care (in particular obstetric fistula) and control/
eradication of diseases such as polio and ebola feature as public health problems in the Fund’s programs,
while emphasizing that this could only be effectively achieved through strengthened local health systems and
improvement of access to services such as water and sanitation. It is also recognized that effective strategies
to roll back these epidemics involve a combination of treatment, awareness and prevention. Thus, the ISFD has
stepped up its public information and awareness programs as part of the fight against these diseases.

LDMCs are major beneficiaries of the ISFD
In accordance with the IDB Policy on Poverty Reduction, the IDB Less Developed Member Countries (LDMCs)
were the main beneficiaries of the ISFD programs during 1435H (2014). These countries are characterized by
low per-capita income, low levels of human capital, high levels of poverty and under-nutrition, higher population
growth rates, predominance of subsistence agriculture and low levels of industrialization, low level of urbanization
but rapid rural-to-urban migration, dominance of informal sector, and underdeveloped labor, financial, and other
markets.
Thus, in accordance with the approved policy for ISFD financing, 80 percent of the ISFD cumulative financing
was directed towards these countries and 20 percent to poverty pockets in non-LDMCs. Most of this financing
(68% of the total) was extended to African countries. The remaining interventions were made in Central Asia
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(13%), Middle East (6%) and Asia (13%). By adhering to this policy, the ISFD aims to maximize its support for the
LDMCs through combining proven best practices in combating poverty with innovative projects and programs
that respond to their needs.
By end-1435H (2014), 7 operations of the ISFD were completed, with disbursement exceeding the threshold
of 90% for these projects. The completed projects include four operations in Micro Finance in Kyrgyz Republic,
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Benin; two Community Driven Development (CDD) projects in Indonesia and Sierra
Leone; and a Malaria Prevention and Control project in Chad. In the light of the ISFD commitment to improve
its effectiveness, the Fund had started synthesizing the results and lessons learnt from the completed projects
and those which were about to be completed in order to benefit from these lessons in the on-going ISFD
operations.
Satisfactory rating had been accorded to the completed ISFD projects in the Projects’ Completion Reports.
In Indonesia, for example, the ISFD contributed to the National program for Community Empowerment
(PNPM), which is recognized as one of the most successful Community Driven Development (CDD) projects
in the country. The program had generated jobs, provided loans to female small traders and home-based
businesses, and increased community
access to markets, town centres, clean
water supply and health and education
facilities. In communities supported by
PNPM, poor households have greater
likelihood of graduating from poverty to
self-sustenance.
The Terms and Conditions applied to the
approved projects during 1435H were
aimed to ensure smooth implementation
of the project and expedite the utilization
of the ISFD loans. The ISFD support to
these projects is based on its approved
policy

to

promote

socio-economic

Powering Poverty Reduction: The ISFD has launched a Flagship program that considers
the energy needs of the poor and ensures that appropriate, workable and renewable
energy services are promoted for poverty alleviation.

development and poverty reduction in
member countries through improved access to integrated national infrastructure networks and services.

Promoting Co-Financing with Development Partners
Co-financing as part of the drive to mobilize resources is vital for leveraging the ISFD resources to have
a meaningful impact on the beneficiary countries. There is evident need for partnerships to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of ISFD financing in member countries. Co-financing can lead to improvement in
efficiency across the financing institutions, achieving best practices, reducing cost, catalyzing greater investments,
and “doing more with less.”
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Importance of strategic partnerships
In line with the IDB Policy on Poverty Reduction, the ISFD strives to form strategic partnerships for effective
implementation of its programs. Strategic partnerships and alliances give the Fund competitive advantage and an
opportunity to access a broader range of resources and expertise than it could otherwise have. This means that
partnerships can assist in offering the beneficiary countries distinctive skill sets and co-financing opportunities
that add value to the ISFD intervention. Partnering with NGOs and specialized agencies, such as in the health
sector (example: Fighting Obstetric Fistula in Eastern Uganda operation), ensures that these partners deliver
effectively in the services areas that are vital for the success of the ISFD interventions. They also create an
incentive for ISFD involvement if they contribute to the programs’ costs and provide the ISFD with a higher
leverage for its limited resources. Partnership is also one of the best ways of strengthening working relationships,
enhancing governance, and ensuring successes.
The ISFD has developed partnerships with a broad development community. The primary partners of the ISFD
are the governments of the beneficiary countries. However, the Fund has strengthened its policy dialogue by
involving a broader range of stakeholders in its work, particularly in implementation of its Vocational Literacy
Program (VOLIP), Microfinance Support Program (MFSP), and Sustainable Villages Program (SVP). In doing so,
the ISFD aims to learn lessons by strategically partnering with institutions and organizations that have rich
experience or are better placed to secure participation and effective implementation of its programs.
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ISFD Projects’ Approvals – 1435H (2014)
Country

Project Name

Total Project
Cost

ISFD Approvals

Ivory Coast

National Participative Microfinance Facility and Capacity
Building Project

22,640,000

11,000,000

Cameroon

Basic Education Support Project in Priority Areas (PASZEP)

18,500,000

7,000,000

Niger

Sustainable Village Project (SVP)

11,560,000

10,000,000

Burkina Faso

Support to Bilingual Education Project

16,800,000

7,500,000

Suriname

Reforming the Technical & Vocational Education and Training
TVET Project

18,490,000

5,500,000

Mozambique

Inland Aquaculture and Artisanal Fisheries Development Project

20,150,000

5,000,000

Nigeria

Bilingual Education Project

75,160,000

12,000,000

Guinea

Support to the Development of Technical and Vocational
Schools Project

28,560,000

10,000,000

Senegal

Support to National Malaria Prevention and Control Project

11,430,000

10,000,000

Burkina Faso

Solar Rural Electrification Project

13,400,000

12,000,000

Guinea

Sustainable Village Project (SVP)

12,000,000

10,000,000

Bangladesh

Rural Access Road Improvement Project in Sylhet Division

36,800,000

15,000,000

Sierra Leone

GIETRENK: Sierra Leone Community Driven Development
Phase II

51,930,000

15,000,000

Regional

Proposed Framework Program to Support the Control Efforts
of the Ebola Virus Disease Epidemic in Affected Countries

Arab Region

Framework of the Women and Youth Enterprise Program
(WYEP) for Arab Countries in Transition

33,000,000

9,500,000

Uganda

NGO Project on Prevention, Treatment and Social
Reintegration of Women with Obstetric Fistula in Uganda

178,340

130,000

Niger

Reverse Linkage Operations Between Niger (Beneficiary) and
Turkey Under the Framework of the Alliance to Fight Avoidable
Blindness

2,250,000

150,000

Chad and Niger

TA Grant for the Blindness Control Project, Chad and Niger,
Under the Framework of the Alliance to Fight Avoidable
Blindness

350,000

150,000

373,198,340

149,930,000

TOTAL

10,000,000
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ISFD PROJECTS BRIEFS – 1435H (2014)
1.

Reverse Linkage Operation Between Niger (Beneficiary) and Turkey
(Provider) Under The Framework of the Alliance To Fight Avoidable
Blindness
Under the framework of the Alliance initiative, the Turkish non-governmental organization Humanitarian
Relief Foundation (IHH) is partnering with the IDB and the Government of Niger in establishing an
ophthalmic unit in Niger with the objective of contributing to the improvement of access to quality eye
health care in Niger.
The NGO will build the ophthalmic unit in Lamorde Hospital in Niamey, Niger, and operate it for a
period of five years before handing it over to the local authorities. As the main provider of expertise,
IHH will ensure continuous training for the local staff in medical and managerial fields to strengthen
the local capacity. The IHH, with a team of Turkish medical doctors, will also provide treatment to
the population in collaboration with the National Program of Blindness Control of Niger. All the costs
related to the construction of this unit, along with the training and operating expenses during the 5 year
period, will be covered by the IHH.
The expected outcomes of this reverse linkage operation are as follows:
•

30,000 patients will be treated through free of charge cataract surgeries, in addition to other
treatment provided to the population;

•

Local eye care specialists trained and equipped with enhanced skills;

•

Offering the most advanced cataract surgery technique in Lamorde Hospital.

The total cost of the reverse linkage operation is estimated at US$ 2,250,000. The ISFD participates in
this financing through a grant amounting US$130,000 from the Waqf grant allocation of 1434H, to cover
the expenses related to the procurement of medical equipment. An additional US$20,000 had been
allocated to the project from the NGO program grant allocation of 1434H.

2.

National Participative Microfinance Facility and Capacity Building
Project in the Republic of Cote D’Ivoire
The specific objective of the project is to develop a national participative microfinance program.
This program is expected to enable microfinance intermediaries to provide financing to microfinance
beneficiaries in strategic business value chain, thus enhancing the capacity of the microfinance sector in
bringing the low-income population into the economy. It is expected that during the operation, at least
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60,000 participative microfinance beneficiaries will be mentored to be active economic players through
12 microfinance institutions.
The Project is a replication of a successful program implemented by IDB in Benin. It will introduce
the participative microfinance approach to microfinance institutions in the country. It combines two
phases; the first is a capacity building program for the microfinance intermediaries and beneficiaries, and
the second is a line of finance as a revolving fund to pilot the result of capacity building. The approach
encourages the microfinance intermediaries to support businesses as of poor people by enhancing their
investment and involvement in the whole business value-chain, through a participative financing model
covering Management Information System and skills development.
The total project cost is estimated at US$22.64 million, of which a loan amounting to US$11.0 million
(approximately equivalent to ID7.30 million – i.e. 49% of the total cost ) will be provided by the ISFD
as loan financing to the Government of Cote D’lvoire. The proposed financing will be for a period of
20 years including a Grace Period of 5 years.The principal Loan Amount will be repaid in 30 half yearly
instalments, the first of which will become payable after the end of the Grace Period. The lump sum
Service Fee shall not exceed 2.0% per annum of the ISFD Loan Amount.

3.

Technical Assistance Grant for The Blindness Control Project in Chad
and Niger, Under the Framework of the “Alliance to Fight Avoidable
Blindness”
The overall objective of the project is to contribute to alleviating poverty in Chad and Niger by reducing
the prevalence of blindness due to cataract and improving access to quality eye health care. The project
aims at restoring the sight of 2,300 persons as well as improving the skills of the local eye health
personnel in the two countries.
The project scope consists of conducting eight cataract treatment campaigns while providing training
for local ophthalmic medical and paramedical staff in Chad and Niger. The project is expected to be
implemented over a period of one year starting from the first date of disbursement.
The project was approved as a grant not exceeding US$250,000 from the Waqf grant financing of 1434H.

4.

NGO Project on Prevention, Treatment and Social Reintegration of
Women with Obstetric Fistula in Uganda
The objective of the proposed project is to provide comprehensive care to 200 women suffering from
the maternal health disability, obstetric fistula (OF), in Eastern Uganda. The project will implement a
multi-disciplinary and holistic approach through prevention (information, awareness and improved health
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services), treatment (curative care), rehabilitation, (education and counseling) and reintegration (social
and economic support) strategies.
The proposed project will help to increase awareness on the condition and how it can be prevented,
provide subsidized surgical repair, as well as provide technical skills and economic support to patients to
help them rebuild their lives and become productive members of the community.
The project was approved as a grant not exceeding US$ 130,000 from the ISFD grant financing of 1434H.

5.

Basic Education Support Project in Priority Areas (PASZEP) – Cameroon
The proposed project aims at supporting Cameroon’s Education Sector and Training Strategy (20132020) in accelerating the achievement of the Education related Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Specifically, the project will: (a) improve access to primary education in the targeted priority areas with
particular attention to girls, and (b) enhance quality of education service delivery. The key expected
results are: (i) 40 primary schools (comprising 240 classrooms) are fully operational with a capacity
of 14,400 students (out of which half are girls) who have access to quality education by 2018; (ii) new
competency based curricular of the six Grades adopted and implemented in all prima1y education
classrooms in Cameroon by 2018; (iii) about 1,500 education staff (out of which at least half are women)
are trained in various fields by 2017; (iv) repetition rate decreased from 14.9% in 2011 to 10% by 2018
in the project areas; and (v) promotion rate from 6th to 7th Grade increased from 69.3% in 2011 to 78%
in 2018 and 84.0% by 2020 in the project areas.
The project scope comprises: (a) construction and equipping of 40 primary schools (240 classrooms)
with clean water and electricity, and accommodation facilities for Headmasters and Teachers; (b)
provision of new competency-based curricula for the primary education level; (c) training in pedagogic
monitoring, classroom management, competency-based approach and techniques and Information &
Communication Technology (ICT) integration in pedagogy; and (d) support to Project Management Unit
(PMU), consultancy services for the supervision of works, project monitoring and evaluation and Audit
services.
The project was approved as a US$9.0 million ISFD Loan financing (approximately equivalent to ID5.87
million). The IDB also approved a loan amounting to US$16.0 million (approximately equivalent to
ID10.44 million). The Government of Cameroon provides US$ 7.0 million to the project.

6.

Sustainable Village Project, Republic – Niger
The primary objective of the SVP is to reduce poverty in the project locality of Commune Gueladjo, with
the help of low-cost, sustainable and community-led interventions that are tailored to the communities’
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specific needs. Some of the key results to be achieved by project completion include: (i) All members of
Commune Gueladjo will directly benefit from the multi-sectoral intervention of the SVP; (ii) Formation
and strengthening of Self-Help Group (SHG) (at least 80 SHGs, i.e. 2,000 individuals); (iii) Development
and cultivation of additional 5,900 ha land; (iv) Primary education net enrolment of 100% for boys and
girls; and (v) Increase access to prenatal care (target: 60%), assisted delivery (target: 50%), HIV prevention
treatment (target: 100%), insecticide treated bed-nets (target: 100%) and child malnourishment treatment
(target: 100%).
The project is provided as a US$10.00 million through ISFD Loan to the Government of the Republic of
Niger.

7.

Reforming the Technical & Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) Project – Suriname
The overall goal is to contribute towards the development of skilled and competitive human resources.
The project objective is to create an enabling environment to enhance skills acquisition and employability
of graduates. Some of the expected key results of the project are as follows:
•

Employment rate of TVET graduates to be increased by 10% by 2020.

•

The National Training Authority (NTA) and Training Hubs/Practical centers established and
operational by 2018.

•

Eight Training Hubs to be established, with 98 workshops refurbished and equipped.

•

Training to be provided to 16,000 students.

The project scope includes: (i) establishing and equipping training hubs; (ii) institutional development and
capacity building; and (iii) support to project management.
The total project cost is estimated at US$18.49 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$5.50
million (approximately equivalent to ID 3.57 million) – 29.7% - by way of Loan financing. The loan
will be for a period of 15 years including a Grace Period of 3 years, with a lump sum Service Fee not
exceeding 2% per annum of the loan amount.
The IDB has also approved an Istisna’a (manufacturing) financing for the project amounting to US$5.27
million, while the Government of Suriname will provide US$2.72 million towards the estimated total
cost.

8.

Bilingual Primary Education Project – Burkina Faso
The project objective is to support the Government’s Strategic Plan for the Development of Basic
Education (2012-2021) to achieve the Education For All (EFA) goals and the Millennium Development
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Goals (MDGs) related to education. The project will: (a) improve access to primary bilingual education,
with particular attention to girls’ education; (b) enhance the quality of primary bilingual education; and
(c) strengthen the capacity of the Ministry of National Education and Literacy (MNEL) to manage the
French - Arabic education system.
The total project cost is estimated at US$16.8 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$7.5 million
(44.6%) by way of Loan financing. The loan will be for a period of 30 (thirty) years including a Grace
Period of 10 years with a lump sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the loan amount.
The IDB has also approved an Istisna’a (manufacturing) financing for the project amounting to US$7.5
million to the project while the Government of Burkina Faso will provide US$1.8 million towards the
estimated total cost.

9.

Support to the National Malaria Prevention and Control Project,
Republic of Senegal
The project’s main objective is to contribute to the achievement of the goal of the National Malaria
Control Program (2014- 2018) in Senegal, which aims at reaching the threshold for pre-elimination (less
than one case per 1,000 population) by 2018. Its scope comprises: (i) acquisition and distribution of Long
Lasting Insecticide-Treated Nets, (ii) acquisition of Rapid Diagnostic Tests (RDT) and Anti-Malarial Drugs,
and (v) Support to project management.
Specifically, the project aims at reducing the morbidity and mortality associated with malaria through
preventing malaria transmission and improving case management at the primary healthcare level. The
expected key results include: (i) at least 2.5 million people benefit from free Long Lasting InsecticideTreated Nets, (ii) 1.00 million Rapid Diagnosis Tests (RDT), (iii) 708,000 Antimalarial Drugs doses
distributed freely at primary healthcare level, and (iv) 2.5 million people benefit from the Information
Education and Communication activities.
The total cost of the project is estimated at US$11.43 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$10.0
million (87%) by way of Loan Financing for a period of 30 years including a Grace Period of 10 (ten) years,
and a lump sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the Loan Amount. The Government of
Senegal will contribute US$1.43 million (13%) towards the total estimated cost.

10. Support to the Development of Technical and Vocational Schools
Project - Guinea
The main objective of the project is to support the Education Sector Plan of the Government of Guinea,
which aims at producing qualified workforce that responds to the demand of the economy. Specifically,
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the project will contribute to improve access to quality Technical, Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) through constructing and equipping of new vocational schools, training of teachers, and curricula
development. By 2019, the project is planned to benefit 1,400 students and 90 trainers.
The project scope includes: (i) constructing and equipping of 2 vocational schools for the mining and
construction sectors; (ii) training of trainers in relevant specialized programs; (iii) curricula development,
(iv) international Public Private Partnership (PPP) expertise; (v) study rooms, (vi) training in leadership,
project management, monitoring and evaluation; (vii) setting up Management Information System (MIS) for
the TVET; (viii) establishment of Labor Market Information System (LMIS); (ix) project impact evaluation;
(x) project management unit; (xi) design and supervision consultants; and (xii) audit and related services.
The total project cost is estimated at US$28.56 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$10 million
(35%) by way of Loan financing. The loan will be for a period of 30 years including a Grace Period of 10
years, with a lump sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the loan amount.
The IDB has also approved a loan amounting to US$8.0 million and an Istisn’a (manufacturing) financing
of US$7.0 million to the project while the Government of Guinea will provide US$3.56 million towards
the estimated total cost.

11. Rural Access Road Improvement Project in Sylhet Division – Bangladesh
The Project aims to contribute to the Government’s effort to reduce poverty by improving rural
accessibility and strengthening market management infrastructure for the rural population in the Sylhet
Division. The key expected results include (i) 559 km of rural roads, comprising Union and Village
Roads, and 38 rural markets constructed, improved or upgraded, (ii) around a million jobs created for
the villagers (mostly landless and marginal farmers (half of them are women) through participation in
the civil and maintenance works of rural roads, and (iii) 2.7 million of rural population have access to
social and economic services (schools, health centres and markets).
The scope of the project comprises civil work activities for constructing and improving Union and Village
roads that will provide access for the villagers to sub-district and district roads, social and health services,
as well as more efficient marketing.The project will also enhance the farmers’ capacity in marketing their
agriculture projects through construction and upgrading of rural markets. The project involves : (i) Rural
Infrastructure, (ii) Construction and Maintenance Equipment, (iii) Design and Supervision Consultant, (iv)
Strengthening of Market Management Committees and Marketing Group Development, v) Support to
the project’s management.
The total project cost is estimated at US$36.8 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$15.0 million
(40.8%) by way of Loan financing. The loan will be for a period of 30 years including a Grace Period of
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10 years with a lump sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the loan amount to cover the
administrative expenses of the Loan.
The IDB has also approved a loan amounting to US$3.0 million and an Istisn’a (manufacturing) financing
of US$12.0 million to the project while the Government of Bangladesh will provide US$6.8 million
(18.5%) towards the estimated total cost.

12. Framework of the Women & Youth Enterprise Program (WYEP)
For Arab Countries in Transition
The objective of this program is to enhance the livelihood of poor women and youth in the Arab
countries in transition and improve their opportunities for achieving economic independence. To
achieve that the program aims to: (i) provide capacity building to the institutions that are critical to
business creation and income generation activities for the poor; (ii) support the development of sectors
that have significant impact on the welfare of poor women and youth; and (iii) promote initiatives that
have the potential to facilitate effective targeting of the poor.
The criteria for the selection of countries for implementing the programs under WYEP framework
include: (i) countries that are members of the Deauville Partnership30, plus Palestine; (ii) the level of need
(i.e. poverty level); and (iii) the potential capacity for providing unique opportunities to the targeted
groups. The program will encourage initiatives by local and foreign partners that can enhance the
sustainability of its activities.
The overall program envelop is US$75 million, of which US$30.0 million (40%) will be provided by the
ISFD, divided over three fiscal years. The IDB will contribute US$18.5 million (24.7%) through its Trust
Funds over three fiscal years. Moreover, the UK Department for International Development (DFID) will
provide a grant of US$16.5 million for Women Entrepreneurs, and Silatech31 will provide US$10.0 million
for Youth Entrepreneurs.

30 The Deauville Partnership was launched by G8 in May 2011 as a response to the historical changes underway in several countries in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region. The initiative aims to provide international support to domestic policies that will be critical to building confidence
and enabling the countries to overcome these challenges. The Partnership comprises four types of members: (i) Donor country members are Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, and the United States; (ii)
Transition Country members (Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, and Yemen); (iii) International Financial Institutions; and (iv) an international
organization member, the OECD.
31 Silatech, meaning “your connection “- in Arabic, is a socially-minded initiative based in Qatar, spearheaded by the wife of the former Emir of Qatar
Sheikha Mozah bint Nasser Al Missned. The initiative seeks to create jobs and economic opportunities for young people in the Arab world targeting 18
- 30 year olds. The initiative’s model involves building partnerships with governments, private companies and NGOs. Silatech is supported by the United
Nations, the International Labor Organization, and the World Bank.
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13. Framework Program to Support the Control Efforts of the Ebola
Virus Disease Epidemic in Affected Countries - Regional
Ebola is one of the Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers. It is a severe, highly contagious and often fatal (very high
lethality rate) disease in humans and nonhuman primates. To date, there is no effective treatment or
vaccine against the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD).
The current EVD outbreak in West Africa started in Guinea in December 2013 and has so far extended
to Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria and Senegal, with the foreseeable high risk of transmission to other
countries in the Region and beyond. The belated and inadequate response to the EVD outbreak by the
affected countries attests to the fragility and weakness of their health systems and highlights the urgent
need for improvement of these systems.
The program aims at mobilizing resources in support of the global efforts for EVD control in the affected
countries by providing “seed money” to trigger contribution of the regional philanthropists and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
The program envisages to:
(i) Provide essential supplies and commodities, including personal protective equipment and basic
laboratory equipment, to the affected countries as per their respective EVD control roadmap;
(ii) Train and mobilize health personnel, including laboratory, technicians, nurses, community mobilizers,
etc.;
(iii) Reduce EVD incidence and mortality to zero within one year of the program’s implementation, and
(iv) Reach more than 70% of the population concerned with information, education and communication
and behavior change communication on EVD.
The approved amount for this program is US$10.0 million as a Grant from the ISFD 1435H annual
income.

14. Sierra Leone Community Driven Development Phase-IISierra Leone
The aim of the project is to reduce poverty and attain sustainable improvement in the well-being of the
population in the area of its implementation in Sierra Leone.The development objective of the project is
to support the livelihoods of rural poor by providing them access to socio-economic opportunities and
capacity building. It is expected to improve the access of 300,000 people to basic social, economic and
livelihood structures.
The project will have five key components: (i) Infrastructure Development; (ii) Support for Livelihood
and Micro and Small enterprise development; (iii) Institutional Capacity Building and Community
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Development Planning; (iii) Monitoring, Knowledge Management and Advocacy, and (iv) Support for
Project Implementation and Management.
The total project cost is estimated at US$51.93 million, to which the ISFD will contribute US$15.0
million (29%) by way of Loan financing. The loan will be for a period of 30 years including a Grace
Period of 10 years, with a lump sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the loan amount
to cover the administrative expenses of the Loan.
The IDB has also approved an Istisn’a (manufacturing) financing of US$31.68 million to the project (61%
of the total cost) while the Government of Sierra Leone will provide US$5.25million (10%) towards the
estimated total cost.

15. Promotion of Bilingual Education Program - Nigeria
The Nigeria Vision 2020 builds upon the key principles and thrusts of Education For All (EFA) goals,
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and the National Economic Empowerment Development
Strategy (NEEDS), thereby providing a common reference for efforts targeted at achieving the country’s
development objectives over the next ten years. In line with this strategy, the main objective of the
bilingual education program is to improve the socio economic conditions of the people through an
enhanced provision of quality basic education to increase employment opportunities for graduates and
attainment of quality universal basic education.
The program is consistent with the IDB 1440H Vision which identifies ‘alleviating poverty’ and
‘universalize education’ among its key Strategic Thrusts and is anchored to the Bank’s Special Program
for the Development of Africa (SPDA).
The program is composed of a Multi-Year Financing Facility (MYFF) mechanism that includes: (i) one
single BED approval of US$98 million to be committed for the three years. This covers the approval of
lsDB loan (US$30 million), ISFD loan (US$12 million), lstisna’a (US$55 million), and Technical Assistance
Grant (US$1 million) spread over the three years.

16. Inland Aquaculture and Artisanal Fisheries Development Project Mozambique
This Project is in alignment with government of Mozambique’s sector strategy for Poverty Reduction.
The strategy calls for concentration on strategic production through introduction of modern techniques
and

marketing

methods while improving institutional capacities for relatively young agencies and

creating an enabling environment for the development of a private sector.
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The project’s objective is to increase fish production and productivity to contribute to improving
livelihood and business development opportunities of the beneficiaries through access to value chain
finance, improved market information, and infrastructure for quality fish supply on domestic markets.
Specifically, the program includes innovative and sustainable practices in fish capture and increased food
security by capitalizing on the potential of fresh water resources in the project’s area. Specific results
include increasing the production capacity of over 120,000 beneficiaries and their families. These will
have access market infrastructures, rural roads and electrification, and adequately processed fish will be
available in local markets.
The project receives financing for an amount of US$17.38million through a combination of IDB loan
financing of US$6.97 million, ISFD loan financing for an amount of US$5.00 million, and Istisna’a financing
for an amount of US$5.41 million, to the Government of Mozambique.The ISFD Loan will be repaid over
a period of 30 years including a 10 years grace period. Government of Mozambique shall also pay lump
sum Service Fee not exceeding 0.75% per annum of the ISFD Loan Amount to cover the administrative
expenses of the ISFD Loan.
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The 39th IDB Group Annual Meeting of the BOG was held in Jeddah in Saudi Arabia on 27-28 Sha’aban 1435H (25-26 June 2014)

Activities of the ISFD Board of Governors
The 7th Annual Meeting of the ISFD BOG was held in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on 28 Sha’aban 1435H (26 June
2014), in conjunction with the 39th IDB Group Annual Meeting of the BOG. The BOG approved all the
recommendations presented to it by the Procedures Committee of the BOG in connection with the ISFD, and
adopted 5 resolutions relating to those recommendations.
The BOG adopted the ISFD Annual Report and Audited Financial Statements for the financial year ending on
30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H (24 October 2014). It also deliberated on the progress of the Fund during 1434H and
commended the ISFD management for the results achieved during the year. While acknowledging the efforts
made in respect of resource mobilization, the BOG expressed concerns about the low level of contributions to
the capital of the ISFD by member countries which constrain its operations.
Although the BOG had already adopted a resolution in its 4th Annual Meeting calling on member countries to
base their voluntary capital contributions to the ISFD on an average weighted criterion of three indicators: a
country’s real GDP, value of exports of goods and services, and the value of foreign exchange reserves – the
BOG was once again informed that no member country had yet decided to implement this landmark resolution.
The BOG was informed that some tangible progress was made in relation to the implementation of its resolution
calling on member countries to take measures to support the efforts of the ISFD in resource mobilization, such
as allocating a suitable Waqf (Trust) in favour of the ISFD which the ISFD can develop to generate revenues
that can enhance its resources. The resolution stipulates that the allocated Waqf shall be considered an addition
to the financial contribution of the concerned member country to the capital of the ISFD. At least 50% of
the income generated from the investment of the Waqf will be used by the ISFD to finance its projects in the
concerned member country, in accordance with the ISFD financing terms and conditions, and the remaining
amount would be used to finance other activities of the Fund.
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The BOG required the management to continue its consultations with the member countries with a view
to generate enough commitment from member countries to make appropriate contributions which are
commensurating with their economic and financial abilities.
The BOG decided that the 8th Annual Meeting of the ISFD BOG would be held in Maputo, Mozambique, on
23 Sha`ban 1436H, (corresponding to 10 June 2015), It also approved Price Water House Coopers & KPMG
Al Fozan & Al Sadhan as auditors of the ISFD Financial Accounts in 1435H (2014). The Annual Meeting also
afforded the opportunity to stage seminars, workshops and other forums to address topical issues of interest
to the IDB member countries.

Activities of the ISFD Board of Directors
As per the regulations of the ISFD, the Board of Executive Directors of the IDB is the Board of Directors of the
ISFD (BOD) and chaired by the President of the IDB Group.
The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing the activities of the Fund and for this purpose may exercise
all the powers delegated to it by the Board of Governors.The Board is responsible for approving loan proposals,
policies, the administrative budget, setting the terms and conditions of financing and operational procedures,
providing guidance on specific fields of activity, and making decisions on strategic matters in accordance with the
powers conferred on it by the ISFD regulations. The Board has a Standing Committee (the Audit Committee)
that reviews and discusses documents that are subsequently submitted to the Board for consideration and
approval.
In order to strengthen the corporate governance of the ISFD and allow more discussions of the Fund’s activities,
the regular meetings of the BOD in a year have been reduced to 4. In the new scheme, the Regular Meetings of
the BOD alternate with the meetings of the Board of Directors of the Islamic Corporation for the Insurance
of Investment and Export Credit (ICIEC) and the ISFD BOD authority has been delegated to the IDB Board of
Executive Directors to approve the ISFD Programs/Projects when ISFD Board is not in session.
In 1435H (2014), the BOD held 6 meetings during which it considered a number of items related to projects
financing and policy issues. The BOD considered 6 ISFD Progress Reports highlighting the various activities
carried out by the Fund during the year as well as areas for further actions and improvement. It also considered
and cleared the 7th ISFD Annual Report (1435H-2014). Moreover, it considered and cleared the Audited Financial
Statements of the Fund for the year 1435H for submission and adoption by ISFD Board of Governors.
The Board considered and approved 16 operations, amounting to US$149.93 million for poverty reduction
projects/ programs in 13 IDB member countries. Regarding the need for enhancing loans’ disbursements, the
Board observed that there is a critical need for a practical solution to deal with this issue.The BOD emphasized
partnership with regional and international funds and establishment of trust funds to leverage the ISFD financing.
The BOD reaffirmed the importance of the approved Framework of the Trust Funds for Poverty Reduction to
be established within the ISFD. The Board commended the ISFD Management for developing this framework
and advised its gradual implementation in the context of co-financing the ISFD programs. It also advised that
for each proposed Trust Fund that would be presented to the BOD, the ISFD should conduct a thorough cost/
benefit analysis and exposure limits as part of the justification of the establishment of the Trust Fund.
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The Board emphasized that combating poverty requires targeted interventions in the areas of social and human
development, such as basic education, health services and enhancing capabilities, particularly for women and
children, empowering citizens, men and women equally, and providing the poor and vulnerable with social safety
nets. It also urged for enhancement of disbursements and emphasized the focus on the developmental impact of
the approved projects in order to achieve the desired objectives of the ISFD.
The Board noted and commended the improvement in the returns on the ISFD investments of its capital
resources in 1435H as compared to the year before. With the approval of the ISFD Investment Policy, however,
it emphasized that further improvements should be made in the Fund’s income in the future.
The BOD approved the ISFD Program Implementation and the Administrative Expenses Budget of the Fund
for 1436H (2015) amounting to ID2.83 million (approx. US$4.01 million), compared to ID2.56 million in 1435H
(approx. US$3.63 million). Of the approved budget for 1436H, ID1.77 million (approx. US$2.51 million) is for
program implementation and ID1.05 million (approx. US$1.49 million) for administrative expenses. It also
directed that the ISFD should optimize its operational framework with a view to enhance the speed of projects’
approval and implementation.

Contributions to the ISFD Capital
As at end-1435H (2014), 44 IDB member countries and the IDB have announced their contributions to the Fund
(see Annex I). Of the participant countries, 25 had fully paid their contributions. 12 IDB member countries are
yet to announce their contributions to the capital of the Fund. The Board noted the low level of contributions
to the ISFD capital with no additions to pledges in 1435H (2014).
The Board emphasized the need for extensive resource mobilization campaign at the member countries’ level to
enhance the current level of contributions. In doing so, the Board cleared the relevant resolution on Resource
Mobilization for ISFD BOG adoption at its 8th Annual Meeting. The Resolution calls on member countries to
implement the BOG earlier Resolutions on the approved formula for guiding member countries on determining
the appropriate levels of their voluntary contributions to the ISFD as well as the allocation of appropriate Waqf
(Trust) which the ISFD could develop to generate supplementary income. In addition, the BOD emphasized the
need for establishment of donor-financed Trust Funds that can leverage the resources of the ISFD and combat
poverty, while also allowing the Fund to maintain its specificity and visibility.
Further, the BOD urged for:
-

Organizing a seminar for all CIS member countries to introduce and explain the idea of Waqf and encourage
them to donate plots of land as Waqf to the ISFD.

-

Establish a dedicated organ for Resource Mobilization within the Fund and attract competent staff who are
specialized in resource mobilization to conduct this function.
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ISFD Knowledge Events
IDB-OPHI Seminar on Multidimensional Poverty Measurement

Organized during the 39th Annual Meeting of the IDB/ 7th Meeting of the ISFD BOG
Recognizing the fact that poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon and cannot be solely measured by
income, the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative
(OPHI) organized a joint side-event at the 39th Annual Meeting of the IDB on 24 June, 2014 under the title of
“Multidimensional Poverty Measurement: Implications for IDB Member Countries”
The key objectives of the seminar were:
i.

Showcase innovative approaches for measuring multidimensional poverty;

ii. Discuss policy implications of multidimensional poverty measurement for the IDB Member Countries;
iii. Discuss best practices for multidimensional poverty assessment and measurement;
iv. Emphasize IDB’s role as a knowledge-based institution aspiring to disseminate knowledge to member
countries on various fields of development.
About 100 delegates attended the seminar which was inaugurated by Dr. Ahmet Tiktik, Vice President of IDB,
(Cooperation and Capacity Development). A keynote speech was delivered by Prof. James E. Foster, Director,
Institute for International Economic Policy, George Washington University, USA.
The seminar helped spread awareness about multidimensional poverty measurements and led to sharing of ideas
and practices on multidimensional poverty assessment and measurement in different contexts.
Renewable Energy for Poverty Reduction Conference
The ISFD organized an Inter-Regional conference on “Renewable Energy for the Poor” jointly with the
IDB Infrastructure Department, and the IDB Group Regional Office in Dakar, Senegal, on 2-4 June 2014.
The conference was addressed on 3rd June 2014 by the IDB Vice President for Cooperation and Capacity
Development, Dr. Ahmet Tiktik and representatives of the Minister of Economy & Finance and the Minister of
Energy for Senegal. More than 100 participants from 25 institutions, including financial institutions, and agencies
from 23 IDB member countries participated in the Conference.
The conference was preceded by launching a new partnership on “Renewable Energy Alliance for the Poor
(REAP)” resulting from a pre-conference session that was held on 2 June 2014.The IDB-ISFD Renewable Energy
for Poverty Reduction (REPoR) Initiative was also launched during the conference. The REPoR is a US$180
million initiative aiming to bring solar energy solutions to the off-grid communities across 6 countries in and
outside Africa.
Presentations made by various participants during conference focused on:
•

Challenges and opportunities for decentralized RE solutions

•

Innovative implementation of schemes for RE-based electrification solutions

•

Africa launch of Renewables 2014 Global
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•

Innovative financing for RE-based electrification solutions

•

RE Projects/proposals from IDB member countries for potential partnerships

The main conclusions of the conference are:
•

Energy demand is very high and increasing while the supply remains inadequate and insecure; and
the energy mix remains dominated by fossil resources that are economically and environmentally
unsustainable.

•

There is a need and opportunity to diversify the energy mix by installing appropriate infrastructure
and promoting and developing the abundant renewable energy resources available in the IDB member
countries, particularly solar energy in rural areas.

•

With the advances in technology, off-grid renewable technologies can provide sustainable and costeffective energy alternatives in the rural areas

•

Choosing the right technology, as well as maintaining strong capacity at both national and local levels are
important for enhancing poverty reduction strategies for poverty reduction..

•

Productive use of electricity to improve the livelihoods can greatly help reduce poverty.

•

Civil society and private sector engagement is crucial in financial leveraging, scaling up, and replication of
projects.

Seminar on “Youth Entrepreneurship: From Job Seekers to Job Creators”
The ISFD organized a Seminar on “Youth Entrepreneurship: From Job Seekers to Job Creators” on the sidelines
of the IDB’s 40th Anniversary Celebrations on 23 June 2014 in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The emerging entrepreneurs
participating in the 3rd IDB Youth Forum called for creation of a favourable business climate in Muslim Countries
in order to support businesses that would create jobs for the youth.
The Seminar was inaugurated by Dr. Ahmet Tiktik, Vice President of IDB. In his welcoming address, Dr. Tiktik
stated that the current educational system in many countries does not promote entrepreneurial spirit and
that the system is not geared to absorb graduates and drop outs. He mentioned that it is the awareness of this
problem that has encouraged the IDB to organize the 3rd Youth Forum.
Representatives from Egypt, Ghana, Cameroon, Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom, among others, participated
in the panel discussion and brainstormed on the current business climate and the challenges facing young
entrepreneurs.To preserve competition and freedom of small businesses to enter the market, participants called
for establishment of effective regulatory frameworks to combat the effects of monopolistic businesses and large
corporations.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
Resources of the ISFD
The ISFD has an approved target capital of US$10.0 billion. The position of capital subscriptions as at the end of
1435H (2014) is shown in Annex I. These are composed of voluntary contributions by member countries of the
IDB, and the IDB. The Fund has no callable capital.
Total pledges as at the end of 1435H (2014) stood at US$2.68 billion, composed of US$1.68 billion committed
by 44 IDB member countries, and US$1.0 billion committed by the IDB.The biggest pledges were made by Saudi
Arabia (US$1.0 billion), Kuwait (US$300.0 million), and Iran (US$100.0 million). No new pledges were made
towards the ISFD capital in 1435H (2014).
Paid-in capital, as at the end of 1435H was US$2.27 billion, compared to US$2.17 billion in 1435H (2014). Out
of the cumulative payments, an amount of US$1.57 billion was paid by member countries and US$0.70 billion
was paid by the IDB. Total payments received from member countries in 1435H (2014) were US$2.944 million,
compared to 318.4 million in 1434 (2013), US$9.445 million in 1433H (2012) and less than US$2.0 million in
1432H (2011), in addition to US$100.0 million paid by the IDB in each year.
Although the growth rates of ISFD capital and net assets have slowed down in recent years, growth of retained
earnings has continued to increase. This is due to the increase in the Fund’s income from investments of its
capital resources.
The Fund has separate accounts and records of its capital resources and operations. All operations and
investments activities of the Fund are conducted in conformity with the Shariah law governing Awqaf (Trusts).
Although the accounts of the Fund are kept in US dollars, the ISFD Regulations stipulate that they can be kept in
any currency, currencies, or unit of account that the Board of Directors of the Fund may consider appropriate.
As an interim measure, the BOD decided to use the US dollar as a unit of account of the Fund since its capital
is denominated in US dollars. The Fund’s accounts are kept by the IDB Finance Control Department and its
capital resources are invested by the Treasury, Investments, and Infrastructure Departments of the IDB.

Operations Financing
The ISFD approvals in 1435H (2014) amounted to US$149.93 million, for 16 operations in 13 IDB member
countries.Thus, the ISFD commitment capacity of US$130 million for the year was fully utilized.These operations
were financed from the ISFD income. The terms and conditions applied to the Fund’s operations were set in a
manner to ensure that financing is provided on concessional terms to the member countries while preserving
the long-term sustainability of the Fund.

Management of Liquid Funds
The ISFD has been established in the form of a Waqf (i.e. Trust), which implies that operations under the Fund
will be financed from the returns on investment of its capital resources or any other additional resources
recieved by the Fund. The ISFD is required to invest its resources which will not be immediately required for
financing its operations. As a Waqf (i.e. Trust), paid-in capital would not be available for utilization in the Fund’s
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operational activities. Therefore, to maximize the income of the Fund, liquidity would be maintained only to the
extent that it can meet the Fund’s current cash requirements and undisbursed commitments. The ISFD liquid
assets are invested based on the approved ISFD Investment Policy and the guidelines which are issued by the
IDB Risk Management Department.
The ISFD liquid funds are composed of paid-in contributions from member countries and the IDB in addition to
the unutilized earnings of the Fund. These funds are placed in Sharia compatible investments in accrdance with
the Fund’s Investment Policy, as well as the set benchmark rates of the target asset allocations of the eligible
undertakings. The assets classes of the Fund’s investments are:
-

Money Market Instruments: placement with Banks in the form of Murabaha.

-

Trade Finance: participation in trade syndications.

-

Sukuk: investments made in Islamic Bonds, sovereign, financial institutions and corporate entities, with
a maximum tenor of 10 years and as per exposure limit and guideline set by the Group Risk Management
Department (GRMD).

-

Equity: Only ‘low risk’ equity investment opportunities can be considered for ISFD investments.

-

Real Estate: Direct investments in property that are used solely for business purposes.

-

Project Finance: participation in both sovereign and nonsovereign operations (PPP) offered by the
IDB OCR.

The total ISFD resources available for investments, as at the end of 1435H, were US$2.34 billion - composed of
US$2.27 billion capital resources, and US$235.72 million retained earnings.
The overall investment portfolio had made significant progress in 1435H (2014), achieving a rate of return of
2.95% for the year, compared with a target return of 3.52% for the same period.

Income
ISFD operating income in 1435H (2014) was US$75.64 million, compared to US$29.48 million achieved in 1434H
(2013). It was composed of income from investments in Sukuk – Islamic bonds that dominated the investment
classes during the year (US$47.36 million), commodity placements (US$15.91 million), and investments in
syndicated murabaha (US$8.35 million). The operating income achieved in 1435H was up by 157.5% of the level
achieved in the previous year, mainly because of the large increase in the market value of Sukuk investments
(from US$6.76 million in 1434H to US$47.36 million in 1435H – i.e. an increase of more than 600%). Income
from investments in syndicated murabaha increased by about 70% during the same period, mainly because of the
increase in the asset base of these investments (38%).
Net income for 1435H (2014) was US$72.331 million, compared to US$26.48 million in 1434H (2013) – i.e. an
increase of 173.1%. Again, this was mainly because of the significant recovery in the prices of Sukuk investments
as compared to the drop in these prices in the year before.
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Disbursements
Cumulative disbursements from 1430H to 1435H had reached US$81.9 million, representing 18% of the total
approved ISFD financing for this period. In 1435H disbursements for operations picked up significantly, registering
US$47.22 million for the year, compared to US$34.68 million in 1434H, and US$12.77 million in the year before.
This was mainly due to the increase in the number of approved ISFD projects over the past five years that have
fulfilled the disbursement criteria.

Complimentary Resources:
Further to the ISFD Board of Governors Resolution on ISFD Waqf (Trust) – (ISFD/BG/3-433), ISFD has secured
plots of land in Cotonou, Benin (10,000 m sq), and in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (9,000 m sq). For Benin, the
plot of land has been independently valued at US$5.7 million. This amount will be considered as additional
contribution by Benin to the resources of the ISFD, as per the BOG Resolution in this regard. For Burkina Faso,
consultations have already started to obtain the title deed and value the plot of land.
In the meantime, the ISFD is seeking to tap other complementary resources through mechanisms such as Poverty
Reduction Trust Funds, Waqf Land Development in other Member Countries, co-financing with partners, Zakat
and Partnership with Philanthropists, social investors, and the private sector.
ISFD Investment Portfolio
1435H

1434H

Placements with banks

1.99%

1.18%

Investment in Trade Murabaha

3.02%

3.74%

Investment in Sukuk

2.48%

3.11%

Return on Total Assets

2.08%

0.72%

Return on Net Assets

1.93%

1.14%

Return on Total Assets (Normalized Income)

1.94%

2.10%

Return on Net Assets (Normalized Income)

1.94%

2.10%

ISFD Key Financial Indicators (in US$m)
1429H

1430H

1431H

1432H

1433H

1434H

1435H

2,610.0

2,629.0

2,629.0

2.639.36

2,679.36

2,679,360

2,679,360

Capital Contributions: Payments

538.2

1,060.7

1,531.8

1,633.8

1,743.22

2,166,651

2,269,595

Contributions received during the year
From member countries

438.2

422.5

371.1

1.02

9.45

323.43

2.94

Contributions received during the year
From the IDB

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Gross Income

23.54

11.23

20.02

31.88

62.36

29.49

75.64

Net Income

21.88

2.568

18.62

30.07

59.86

26.48

72.33

Capital Contributions: Commitments
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CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS
Need to Address the Limited Resource Base of the ISFD
Despite the progress made by the ISFD since its operationalization in 1428H (2009),resource mobilization remains
by far the most compelling challenge for the Fund. Compared to the approved capital amount of US$10.0 billion,
the total commitments made so far constitute 26.9% of the target amount.
The IDB/ISFD has continued its efforts to sensitize member countries through regular consultations with the
ISFD Governors about the need to make appropriate contributions to the Fund and pay those contributions.
Recognizing the extent to which the low levels of contributions can impact on the ISFD, the ISFD BOG has
passed a resolution calling on member countries to base their contributions to the Fund on a specific criteria
relating to the country’s real GDP, exports and exchange reserves. It has also issued a Resolution calling on
member countries to take all measures to support the efforts of the ISFD in resource mobilization, such as
allocating a suitable Waqf in favour of the ISFD which the Fund can develop to generate income that can enhance
its income.
So far, 44 member countries have announced their contributions to the Fund, which together with the IDB
contribution, have amounted to US$2.68 billion – hardly different from the levels registered in the past five
years. In fact, the pledges of 5 countries (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iran, Qatar, Algeria) and the IDB, constitute 95%
of the current capital commitments to the Fund.
The ISFD, therefore, looks forward to member countries who have not contributed to the Fund’s resources to do
that at the soonest possible, and those member countries who have made initial contributions to increase those
contributions based on their financial abilities, as per the call of the BOG.
There is no doubt that the implementation of the BOG Resolutions, specially basing member countries’
commitments to the ISFD capital on a criteria relating to their financial ability, will go a long way in enabling the
Fund to mobilise it approved capital resources.

Enhancing Resource Mobilization Efforts
To address its currently low levels of capital contributions, the ISFD plans to launch an aggressive resource
mobilization campaign involving the following:
-

Mounting high-level missions to selected member countries to sensitize the authorities about the Fund’s
mandate and the need to commit more resources to its operations.
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-

Developing a Resource Mobilization Plan to be considered and approved by the BOD.

-

Establishing poverty-related Trust Funds.
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-

Partnering with UN agencies, regional banks, foundations, private businesses, and civil society organizations
to leverage the Fund’s financing.

-

Improving the Fund’s business model and enhancing staff complement to achieve better results in all ISFD
lines of business.

Strengthening the Business Model of the ISFD
Although seven years have elapsed since the establishment of the ISFD, it was felt that there is a need
to mainstream poverty reduction as an IDB-wide activitiy and focus the ISFD’s work on the strategic
areas of resource mobilization, investment of capital resources, and formulation and implementation of
poverty reduction programs. To this extent, the BOD has constituted an Ad-hoc Committee to review the
performance and business model of the ISFD. The committee has come up with various options regarding
the management and business model of the Fund for consideration by the Board. The BOD emphasized
the importance of taking action to strengthen the management of Fund and to prepare a study that would
explore the experience of similar Funds in other MFIs that could help the Board and the IDB Management
in designing an appropriate business model for the Fund.

Further to the ISFD Board of Governors Resolution on ISFD Waqf (Trust), ISFD has secured a plot of land in a prime location in Cotonou, Benin
(10,000 m sq). The plot has been independently valued at US$5.7 million. This amount will be considered as additional contribution by Benin
to the resources of the ISFD as per the BOG Resolution in this regard. In the picture, the ISFD Representative, Dr. Omar Alieu Touray, with
consultants and officials from the Government of Benin, on a sight visit to the donated plot of land.
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An “Inter-Regional Conference on Renewable Energy for Poverty Reduction,” was organized by the ISFD jointly with the IDB Infrastructure
Department and the IDB Group Regional Office in Dakar, on 2-4 June 2014.The conference was preceded by launching a new partnership on
“Renewable Energy Alliance for the Poor (REAP).” Participants from 25 institutions, including financing institutions, and agencies from 23 IDB
member countries had participated in the Conference.

ANNEXES

ANNEX-I - ISFD Capital Contributions
As at 29 Dhul Hijjah 1435H (24 October 2014)

Amounts in USD
No

Countries

Payment

Albania

10,000

0

2

Algeria

50,000,000

50,000,000

3

Azerbaijan

4

Bahrain

5
6

300,000

424,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

Bangladesh

13,000,000

4,000,000

Benin

12,250,000

0

7

Brunei

2,000,000

2,000,000

8

Burkina Faso

2,200,000

2,238,000

9

Cameroon

2,000,000

2,000,000

10

Chad

2,000,000

0

11

Cote d’Ivoire

5,000,000

0

12

Egypt

10,000,000

10,000,000

13

Gabon

4,000,000

4,000,000

14

Gambia

No commitment

12,000

15

Guinea

2,000,000

2,000,000

16

Indonesia*

17

Iran

10,000,000

4,384,000

100,000,000

65,000,000

18

Iraq

1,000,000

1,000,000

19

Jordan

3,000,000

3,000,000

20

Kazakhstan

21

Kuwait

11,000,000.00

11,000,000

300,000,000

300,000,000

22

Lebanon

1,000,000

1,000,000

23

Malaysia

20,000,000

20,000,000

24

Mali

4,000,000

0

25

Mauritania

5,000,000

0

26

Morocco

5,000,000

5,000,000

27

Mozambique

200,000

200,000

28

Niger

2,000,000

0

29

Nigeria

2,000,000

2,000,000

30

Oman

31

Pakistan

32

Palestine

33

Qatar

34

Saudi Arabia

35

Senegal

36

Sierra Leone

37

Sudan

38

Suriname

39

Syria

5,000,000

5,000,000

10,000,000

5,116,000

500,000

186,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

1,000,000,000

1,000,000,000

10,000,000

0

1,000,000

300,000

15,000,000

944,000

500,000

500,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

40

Togo

1,000,000

1,000,000

41

Tunisia

5,000,000

5,000,000
5,000,000

42

Turkey

5,000,000

43

Uganda

100,000

0

44

Uzbekistan

300,000

300,000

45

Yemen Republic

46

Islamic Development Bank**

Grand Total
* Indonesia had made an additional payment of US$3.12 million in 1436H
** IDB had made an additional payment of US$100.0 million in 1436H
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Commitments
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3,000,000

3,000,000

1,000,000,000

700,000,000

2,679,360,000

2,269,595,000
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30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H (24 October 2014)
&
Independent Joint Auditors’ Report

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Al Fozan & Al Sadhan

P.O. Box 16415
Jeddah 21464
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

P. O. Box 55078
Jeddah 21534
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

INDEPENDENT JOINT AUDITORS’ REPORT
Your Excellencies the Chairman and Members of the Board of Governors
Islamic Development Bank,
Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
We have audited the accompanying statement of financial position of The Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development (the “Fund”) of
the Islamic Development Bank as of Dhul Hijjah 30, 1435H (October 24, 2014) and the related statements of income, changes in
net assets and cash flows for the year then ended and the attached notes from 1 to 20 which form an integral part of the financial
statements.

Management’s responsibility for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the Financial
Accounting Standards issued by the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) and to operate
in accordance with Islamic Shari’ah rules and principles and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance
with Auditing Standards for Islamic Financial Institutions issued by the AAOIFI and International Standards on Auditing. Those
standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether
the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Fund as at Dhul Hijjah 30, 1435H
(October 24, 2014), and the results of its operations, changes in net assets and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance
with the Financial Accounting Standards issued by the AAOIFI for Islamic Financial Institutions and the Shari’ah rules and principles as
determined by the Shari’ah Committee of the Fund.

PricewaterhouseCoopers

KPMG Al Fozan & Al Sadhan

Ali A. AlOtaibi
Certified Public Accountant
Registration No. 379

Ebrahim Oboud Baeshen
Certified Public Accountant
Registration No. 382
Rajab 4, 1436H
April 23, 2015
Jeddah
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ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Year Ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

(All amounts in thousands of United States Dollar unless otherwise stated)

Notes

1435H

1434H

ASSETS
Treasury assets
Cash and cash equivalents

4

43,171

270,096

Commodity placements

5

498,000

893,574

Investments in syndicated murabaha

6

227,208

163,405

Investments in Sukuk

7

1,518,955

880,902

94,162

58,606

8

37,383

45,319

9

54,952

8,533

20,000

20,000

16,496

-

2,510,327

2,340,435

1,202

10,396

2,509,125

2,330,039

2,269,595

2,166,651

Retained earnings

235,719

163,388

Fair value reserve

3,811

-

2,509,125

2,330,039

Loans and other assets
Loans
Accrued income and other assets
Investment assets
Investments in equity capital
Investment in syndicated Ijarah
Other investments

10

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Accrued expenses and other liabilities

11

NET ASSETS
REPRESENTED BY:
Fund resources

1

The accompanying notes from 1 to 20 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
INCOME STATEMENT
Year Ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

(All amounts in thousands of United States Dollar unless otherwise stated)

Notes

1435H

1434H

Income from:
Treasury assets
15,913

14,964

8,353

4,934

47,355

6,758

1,530

1,732

Investments in equity capital

228

52

Investment in syndicated Ijarah

562

1,054

73,941

29,494

(29)

(168)

1,728

52

75,640

29,378

(2,503)

(2,057)

(806)

(842)

72,331

26,479

Commodity placements
Investments in syndicated murabaha
Investments in Sukuk

7

Loan and other assets
Loan service fees
Investment assets

Foreign exchange losses
Swap gains
Total income
Employee related expenses
General and administrative expenses
Surplus for the year

8

The accompanying notes from 1 to 20 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
Year Ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

(All amounts in thousands of United States Dollar unless otherwise stated)

Balance at 1 Muharram 1434H
Contributions received during the year
Surplus for the year
Balance at 30 Dhul Hijjah 1434H
Contributions received during the year

Fund
resources

Retained
earnings

Fair Value
reserve

1,743,220

136,909

-

1,880,129

423,431

-

-

423,431

-

26,479

-

26,479

2,166,651

163,388

-

2,330,039

-

102,944

102,944

Total

Surplus for the year

-

72,331

-

72,331

Fair Value reserve

-

-

3,811

3,811

2,269,595

235,719

3,811

2,509,125

Balance at 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

The accompanying notes from 1 to 20 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
Year Ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

(All amounts in thousands of United States Dollar unless otherwise stated)

Cash flow from operations
Surplus for the year

Notes

1435H

1434H

72,331

26,479

(11,358)
2,575
(2,918)

18,621
(1,537)
-

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Loans
Accrued income and other assets
Accrued expenses and other liabilities
Net cash generated from operating activities

(35,556)
7,936
(9,194)
23,816

(34,676)
(1,524)
9,047
16,410

Cash flow from investing activities
Commodity placements
Disbursement of Investments in syndicated Murabaha
Addition to Investments in Sukuk
Proceeds from redemption of investments in Sukuk
Disbursements for investments in equity capital
Disbursement for other investment
Net cash utilized in investing activity

395,574
(63,803)
(652,400)
26,048
(52,012)
(7,092)
(353,685)

(1,014)
(103,993)
(453,791)
159,307
(8,533)
(408,024)

102,944

423,431

(226,925)
270,096

31,817
238,279

43,171

270,096

Adjustment for non-cash items
Unrealized fair value losses/(gains) on investments in Sukuk
Unrealized foreign exchange equity loss /(gain)
Premium on Sukuk investment

7
7
7

7
7

Cash flow from financing activity
Contributions received
Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

4

The accompanying notes from 1 to 20 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Year Ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H

(All amounts in thousands of United States Dollar unless otherwise stated)

1.

INCORPORATION, ACTIVITIES AND OTHER
The Islamic Solidarity Fund for Development (ISFD) (the “Fund”) was established by the decision of the
31st Annual Meeting of the Islamic Development Bank’s (IDB) Board of Governors held in Kuwait in
Rabi al-Thani 1427H (May 2006) and was launched as a Waqf during the 32nd Annual Meeting of the IDB
Board of Governors held in Dakar, Senegal, in Rabi al-Thani 1427H (May 2007).
The Fund’s targeted capital (Fund’s resources) is USD10 billion.The Fund has been established within the
IDB on the basis of voluntary contributions by all Member Countries, irrespective of their development
status.
The purpose of the fund is to help to alleviate poverty, enhance development, eliminate illiteracy and
eradicate disease and epidemics in the Organization of Islamic Corporation (OIC) member states. ISFD
formally began its operations on 1 Muharram 1429H (10 January 2008).
The resources of ISFD available for utilization in its activities consist of:
1. income from the ISFD’s investments;
2. funds derived from operations or otherwise accruing to the Fund; and
3. other resources received by the Fund.
The Fund is required to carry out its activities in accordance with the principles of Shari’ah. The
fundamental principle underlying the Shari’ah approach to financial matters is that to earn a profit it is
always necessary to take a risk. In practice, Shari’ah means that all Islamic finance is asset based.
As a Fund of IDB, which is a multilateral development Bank, the Fund is not subject to any local or foreign
external regulatory authority.

2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION
Statement of compliance
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Financial Accounting Standards (“FAS”)
issued by the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (“AAOIFI”) and
the Shari’ah rules and principles as determined by the Shari’ah Committee of the Bank. In accordance
with the requirements of AAOIFI, for matters for which no AAOIFI standard exists, the Fund follows
the relevant International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB). These matters, principally, include:
-

IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement” to account for Murabaha based profit
rate and cross currency profit rate swaps; and
IAS 7 “Statement of Cash Flows” to prepare and present cash flow statement.

Basis of measurement
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention except for the following items:
-

Quoted equity investments are measured at fair value through net assets;
A portfolio of investments in sukuk are measured at fair value through income statement designated
as such at time of initial recognition; and
Murabaha based profit rate and cross-currency profit rate swaps are measured at fair value through
income statement.
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Functional and presentation currency
ISFD conducts most of its operations and makes disbursements in United States Dollar (USD).
Therefore, the functional and presentation currency of ISFD is USD. Except as otherwise indicated,
financial information presented in USD has been rounded to the nearest thousands.

3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
a) Financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and liabilities are recognized in the statement of financial position when the Fund assumes
related contractual rights or obligations.
Financial asset is any asset that is cash, an equity instrument of another entity, a contractual right to
receive cash or another financial asset from another entity or to exchange financial assets or financial
liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially favourable to the entity.
A financial liability is any liability that is a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial
asset to another entity or to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under
conditions that are potentially unfavourable to the entity.
Below table summarises Fund’s major financial assets and liabilities and their measurement and recognition
principles. Detailed accounting policies are provided in the relevant sections below.

Item
Cash equivalents
Commodity placements
Syndicated murabaha
Investments in Sukuk certificates

Investment in syndicated Ijarah
Loans
Investments in equity capital
Other investments

Recognition principles
Cost less impairment
Amortised cost less impairment
Amortised cost less impairment
Fair value through income statement – debt
investment; and Amortised cost less impairment –
debt investment
Disbursement less impairment
Cost less impairment
Fair value through net assets – equity investment
Fair value through net assets or cost less
impairment – equity investments

b) Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and liabilities are offset only when there is a legal right to set off the recognised amounts
and the Fund intends to either settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously.
c) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise bank balances, and placements with banks having a maturity of three
months or less at the date of placement.
d) Commodity placements
Commodity placements are made through banks and are utilized in the purchase and sale of commodities
at fixed profit. The buying and selling of commodities is limited by the terms of agreement between the
Fund and the other Islamic and conventional financial institutions. Commodity placements are initially
recorded at cost including acquisition charges associated with the placements and subsequently measured
at amortized cost less any provision for impairment.
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e) Investments in syndicated murabaha
The Fund participates in syndicated murabaha transactions originated by IDB’s affiliate Islamic Trade
Finance Cooperation (ITFC).
The amounts receivable from Investments in syndicated Murabaha are stated at the selling price less
unearned income to the reporting date, less repayments received and any provision for impairment.
f ) Investments in Sukuk
Investments in sukuk are debt-type instruments classified as either measured at amortised cost or at
fair value through income statement.
Sukuk is measured at amortised cost only if it is managed on a contractual yield basis or it is not held
for trading and has not been designated at fair value through the income statement.
Sukuk classified and measured at fair value through income statement are initially recognized at fair
value at the date the contract is entered into and are subsequently re-measured to their fair value at
the end of each reporting period with the resulting gain or loss recognized in the income statement.
Transaction costs are expensed immediately on the date the contract is entered into.
g) Investment in syndicated Ijarah
Investment in syndicated Ijarah is measured at amounts disbursed less provision for any impairment.
h) Loans
Loan is recognized when cash is disbursed to the borrowers.Amounts receivable from Loan represent
amounts disbursed in respect of projects plus the Loan service fees due, less repayments received
and less provision for impairment.
i) Investments in equity capital and other investment
Investments in equity capital and other investment are intended to be held for a long-term period,
and may be sold in response to needs for liquidity or changes in prices. Initially and subsequently
such investments are measured at fair value, and any unrealized gains arising from the change in their
fair value are recognized directly in the fair value reserve in the statement of changes in net assets
until the investment is derecognized or determined to be impaired, at which time the cumulative gain
or loss previously recorded in the statement of changes in net assets is recognized in the income
statement. Investments in equity capital or other investments whose fair value cannot be reliably
measured are carried at cost less provision for any impairment in the value of such investments.
j) Murabaha based cross currency and profit rate swaps
The Fund uses Murabaha based cross currency and profit rate swaps for asset/liability management
and hedging purposes to modify mark-up rate or currency characteristics of the Sukuk issued and
financing extended. Murabaha based cross currency and profit rate swaps are measured at fair value.
These instruments are initially recognized at fair value at the date the contract is entered into and are
subsequently re-measured to their fair value at the end of each reporting period with the resulting
gain or loss recognized in the income statement. Murabaha based cross currency or profit rate swaps
with positive fair values are recognized within other assets and those with negative fair values are
recognized within other liabilities.
k) Revenue recognition
Commodity placements through banks
Income from placements through banks is recognized on a time apportionment basis over the period
from the actual disbursement of funds to the date of maturity.
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Investments in syndicated Murabaha
Income from investments in syndicated Murabaha is accrued on a time apportionment basis over the
period from the date of the actual disbursement of funds to their scheduled repayment dates.
Investments in Sukuk
Income from investments in sukuk is accrued on an effective profit rate method and is recognised
in the income statement and where the sukuk is classified and measured at fair value, the fair value
gains and losses (realized and unrealized) resulting from the re-measurement of the fair values at the
reporting date are also recognised in the income statement.
Investments in equity capital and other investment
Dividend income from investments in equity capital and other investment are recognized when the
right to receive the payments is established.
Loan service fees
ISFD charges loan service fee only to cover its administrative costs related to the signature of
an agreement and disbursements made to the member countries. Thus, the loan service fee is
calculated during the financial periods starting from the signature date through to the date of the last
disbursement.
The loan service fee is allocated and recognised in the income statement over the financial periods
as follows:
-

4% of the cumulative service fee is allocated/recognised during the financial periods between the
signature date and the 1st disbursement date;

-

40% of the cumulative service fee is allocated/recognised during the financial periods between
the 1st disbursement date and the last disbursement date; and

-

56% of the service fee is allocated/recognised during 5 years from the last disbursement date.

Investment in syndicated Ijarah
Income from investments in syndicated Ijarah is recognised on the effective yield method.
l) Impairment of financial assets
Loans
The Fund determines the provision for impairment losses on loans based on an assessment of
incurred losses.An assessment is made at each reporting date to determine whether there is objective
evidence that a financial asset or a group of financial assets may be impaired. The impairment loss
results from the difference between the carrying amount of the asset and the net present value of
the expected future cash flows discounted at the implicit rate of return. The impairment provision is
periodically adjusted based on a review of the prevailing circumstances.
Impairment losses are adjusted through the use of an allowance account. When a financial asset is
not considered recoverable, it is charged against the allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of
amounts previously charged are credited to the income statement.
Other financial assets measured at:
Fair value through net assets
An assessment is made at each statement of financial position date to determine whether there
is objective evidence that an investment in equity-type instruments may be impaired. In case of
investments carried at fair value through net assets, a significant or prolonged decline in fair value of
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the investment below the cost is considered in determining whether the assets are impaired. If any
evidence exists of significant impairment for the investment carried at fair value through net assets,
the cumulative loss, measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair
value, less any impairment loss on the investment in equity previously recognised in the net assets,
is removed from net assets and recognised in the income statement. Impairment losses on equity
investments previously recognised in the income statement are not subsequently reversed through
the income statement.
Amortized cost or cost less impairment
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, the amount of impairment is
measured as the difference between the carrying amount of the asset and its expected recoverable
amount. Impairment losses are recognised in income statement.
m) Foreign currency transactions and translations
Foreign currency transactions that require settlement in a foreign currency are translated into the
functional currency of the Fund (USD) at the exchange rates at the transaction dates. Monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting date are translated into the
functional currency at the exchange rate at that date. Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated
in foreign currencies that are measured at fair value are retranslated into the functional currency at
the exchange rate at the date that the fair value was determined.
Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency
are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction. Foreign currency differences
resulting from the settlement of foreign currency transactions and arising on translation at period end
exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognised in
the income statement.
n) Zakat and tax
The Fund is considered a Bait-ul-Mal (public money), hence is not subject to Zakat or any Taxes.
Critical accounting judgments and estimates
The preparation of financial statements in accordance with AAOIFI requires the use of certain critical
accounting estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
incomes and expenses. It also requires Management to exercise its judgment in the process of applying
the Fund’s accounting policies. Such estimates, assumptions and judgments are continually evaluated
and are based on historical experience and other factors, including obtaining professional advices and
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. The most
significant judgments and estimates are summarised below:
Significant Judgments
Functional and presentation currency – Since most of the operations are conducted in USD and
disbursements are made in USD, ISFD’s functional and presentation currency is USD.
Subsequent events - the financial statements are adjusted to reflect events that occurred between
the reporting date and the date when the financial statements are authorized for issue, provided they
give evidence of conditions that existed at the reporting date.
Significant estimates
Provision for impairment of financial assets - the Fund exercises judgment in the estimation of
provision for impairment of financial assets. The methodology for the estimation of the provision is
set out in the Significant Accounting Policies section “Impairment of financial assets”.
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Fair value of financial Instruments – the fair values of financial instruments that are not quoted in
active markets is measured by using valuation techniques. Where valuation techniques (for example,
models) are used to measure fair values, they are validated and periodically reviewed by qualified
personnel independent of the area that created them. All valuation models are calibrated to ensure
that outputs reflect actual data and comparative market prices. To the extent practical, valuation
models use only observable data. Assessing the significance of a particular input to the fair value
measurement in its entirety requires judgment, considering factors specific to the asset or liability.
New Financial Accounting Standard in issue but not yet effective
AAOIFI has issued a new accounting standard on investment accounts (FAS 27) Investment Accounts.
The new FAS 27 updates and replaces two of AAOIFI’s previous accounting standards relating to
investment accounts – (FAS 5) Disclosure of Bases for Profit Allocation between Owners’ Equity and
Investment Account Holders and FAS 6 Equity of Investment Account Holders and Their Equivalents.
The Standard applies to investment accounts based on Mudaraba contracts which represent equity
of investment accountholders and on Mudaraba contracts that are placed on short term basis for the
purpose of liquidity management.
The Standard shall be effective for the financial periods beginning 1 January 2015. The management
of ISFD believes this Standard will not have any impact on its financial statements.

4.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Note
Cash at banks
Commodity placements

5

1435H
43,171
43,171

1434H
6,123
263,973
270,096

Commodity placements comprise those placements having a maturity of three months or less at the
date of placement. Bank accounts are in the name of IDB and are managed by IDB for the beneficial
interest of the Fund.

5.

COMMODITY PLACEMENT
Note
Commodity placements through banks
Less: Commodity placement with maturity of three
months or less at the date of placement (Note 4)

6.

1434H

498,000

1,157,547

498,000

(263,973)
893,574

1435H

1434H

INVESTMENTS IN SYNDICATED MURABAHA
Gross amounts receivables
Less: unearned income
Less: provision for impairment
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228,649
(1,441)
227,208

166,603
(3,198)
163,405
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Investments in syndicated Murabaha for and on behalf of the Fund are made by The International Islamic
Trade Finance Corporation (“ITFC”), an affiliated entity, for which ITFC charges a Mudarib fee. The
Mudarib fee for the year ended 30 Dhul Hijjah 1435H was USD 1,118 thousand (1434H: USD 734
thousand) which has been netted off from the income from investments in syndicated murabaha.

7.

INVESTMENTS IN SUKUK
Counterparty rating
1435H

AAA

AA

A+

A- or
lower

A

Unrated

Total

Sukuk classified as fair
value though income
statement
Governments
Financial institutions

-

57,888

-

31,698

298,701

-

388,287

391,315

159,108

-

20,799

130,453

31,593

49,362

-

-

10,335

-

13,738

62,197

159,108

57,888

31,134

162,151

344,032

111,559

865,872

-

-

-

-

280,919

-

280,919

Other entities

86,270

Sukuk classified at
amortised cost
Governments
Financial institutions

271,745

-

30,000

-

-

60,326

-

-

10,093

-

-

-

40,093

-

280,919

60,326

Other entities
Total

271,745

-

430,853

57,888

71,227 162,151 624,951 171,885

Counterparty rating
1434H

AAA

AA

A+

A- or
lower

A

Unrated

362,071
10,093

653,083

1,518,955

Total

Sukuk classified as fair
value though income
statement
Governments
Financial institutions
Other entities
Total

-

55,845

-

37,489

161,217

-

254,551

161,253

-

54,972

15,472

37,974

265,852

535,524

18,180

-

72,647

90,827

71,141 199,192 338,499

880,902

-

-

-

161,253

55,845

54,972

All Sukuk investments are in fixed rate Sukuk. In 1434H all sukuk investments were designated at fair
value through income statement.

Balance at 1 Muharram
Movements during the year
Additions
Sales/redemptions
Premium of HTM Sukuk
Unrealized fair value gains/(losses)
Unrealized exchange revaluation (losses)/gains
Balance at 30 Dhul Hijjah

1435H
880,902

1434H
603,502

652,400
(26,048)
2,918
11,358
(2,575)
1,518,955

453,791
(159,307)
(18,621)
1,537
880,902
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Income from sukuk investments is comprised of the following:

Coupon income
Realised fair value (losses)/gains
Unrealised fair value gains/(losses)

8.

1435H
36,002
(5)
11,358
47,355

1434H
23,460
1,919
(18,621)
6,758

1435H
8,625
24,547

1434H
33,077
12,169

2,668
1,543
37,383

52
21
45,319

ACCRUED INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS
Due from related parties
Accrued income
Murabaha based cross currency and profit
rate swap
Other

Note
12

IDB for the beneficial interest of the Fund has entered into the Murabaha based cross currency and
profit rate swap:
The Fund has invested in Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) Sukuk amounting to MYR 250 million issued by IDB
on 30 July 2014. In order to provide protection against exchange rate fluctuations between the MYR
and USD and the profit receipts under the Sukuk investment, the ISFD entered into cross currency and
profit rate swaps for the contract amount of MYR 250 million to swap principal amount to USD 77.9
million. Under the arrangement, the Fund shall swap profit rate in MYR with profit rates in USD with the
counterparty.
For Murabaha based cross currency and profit rate swaps, the counter parties will act as an agent of
the Fund to buy and sell Shari’ah compliant assets for immediate delivery. Under these arrangements
Murabaha generates fixed payments (comprising both a cost price and a fixed rate profit mark-up) or
vice versa. Corresponding Reverse Murabaha contracts generate the floating leg payments (the cost
price is fixed but the profit rate mark-up is floating) or vice versa.
The table below shows the positive fair values of Murabaha based cross currency and profit rate swaps
and together with the cost price of Murabaha transaction on net basis.
Notional amount in

1435H
Murabaha based cross currency
profit rate swap

1434H
Murabaha based cross currency
profit rate swap
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Original currency
(Malaysian Ringgit)
250,000

Asset

76,297

2,668

Notional amount in
Original currency
USD
(Malaysian Ringgit) equivalent
250,000

Net fair value, USD

USD
equivalent

77,892

Liability
-

Net fair value, USD
Asset
52

Liability
-
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The following realised and unrealised fair value gains and losses have been reported in 1435H:
1435H fair value gains/(losses)

1434H fair value gains/(losses)

Unrealised Realised

Unrealised Realised

Murabaha based cross currency
profit rate swap

9.

2,616

(888)

Total

1,728

52

Total

-

52

INVESTMENTS IN EQUITY CAPITAL
Balance at 1 Muharram
Additions
Reclassified to other investment
Net unrealised fair value gains
Balance at end of Dhul Hijjah

1435H
8,533
52,012
(8,533)
2,940
54,952

1434H
8,533
8,533

1435H

1434H

The Fund has investments in unlisted equity securities.

10. OTHER INVESTMENTS
7,092
8,533
871
16,496

Balance at 1 Muharram
Additions
Reclassified from equity investments
Net unrealised fair value gains
Balance at end of Dhul Hijjah

-

Other investments represent investments in real estate funds.

11. ACCRUED EXPENSES AND OTHER LIABILITIES
Due to related parties
Accrued expenses and other liabilities

Note
12

1435H
1,080
122
1,202

1434H
9,801
595
10,396

12. RELATED PARTIES
The Fund is managed by IDB and its transactions are done through IDB and its affiliated entities. Principal
arrangements related to commodity placements, investments in syndicated Murabaha, investment in
Sukuk, loans, investment in equity capital, investment in syndicated Ijarah and other investments are
between the IDB and/or its related entities and counter parties. ISFD participates in such arrangements
with IDB and its related entities. The balances arising from such transactions are as follows:
(i) Due from related parties - entities related to IDB Group

1435H
IDB - Special Assistance Fund
Awqaf Properties Investment Fund (“APIF”)
Unit Investment Fund

1434H

8,625
8,625

33,024
32
21
33,077
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(ii) Due to related parties - entities related to IDB Group

IDB - Ordinary Capital Resources
Islamic Corporation for the Insurance of Investment
and Export Credit (“ICIIEC”)
IDB - Medical Fund
IDB - World Waqf Fund

1435H
975

1434H
9,411

105
1,080

12
378
9,801

13. MATURITY PROFILE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets and liabilities maturity periods
Less than
3 months

3 to 12
months

1 to 5
Years

Over 5
Years

Total

1435H
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

43,171
498,000

498,000

187,216

39,992

227,208

-

112,988

Commodity placements
Investments in syndicated murabaha
Investments in Sukuk

43,171

289,183

20,000

Investment in syndicated Ijarah
Loans

1,116,784

486

478

1,735

20,000
91,463

16,496

Other Investments

94,162
16,496

54,952

Investments in equity capital

1,518,955

54,952

37,383

-

-

-

37,383

268,256

651,458

1,209,967

380,645

2,510,327

1,202

-

-

-

1,202

Cash and cash equivalents

270,096

-

-

-

270,096

Commodity placements

349,000

497,574

47,000

-

893,574

2,984

160,421

-

-

163,405

Investments in Sukuk

-

127,555

564,595

188,752

880,902

Investment in syndicated Ijarah

-

-

20,000

-

20,000

Loans

-

622

2,544

55,440

58,606

Investment in Equity Capital

-

-

-

8,533

8,533

45,297

22

-

-

45,319

667,377

786,194

634,139

252,725

2,340,435

10,396

-

-

-

10,396

Accrued income and other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Accrued and other liabilities
1434H
Assets

Investments in syndicated Murabaha

Accrued income and other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Accrued and other liabilities
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14. CONCENTRATION OF ASSETS
The geographical locations of assets for 1435H and 1434H reflect the continents in which the beneficiaries
of the assets are located.
Member countries
Asia

Africa

Europe

Nonmember
countries

Total

1435H
Cash and cash equivalents
Commodity placements
Investments in syndicated murabaha
Investments in Sukuk

43,171

43,171

473,000

-

25,000

498,000

76,230

150,978

-

227,208

1,468,955

50,000

1,518,955

Investment in syndicated Ijarah

20,000

Loan

39,104

Investments in equity capital

54,952

54,952

Other Investments

16,496

16,496

Accrued income and other assets

37,383

-

-

-

37,383

2,229,291

206,036

25,000

50,000

2,510,327

Total assets

20,000
55,058

94,162

1434H
Cash and cash equivalents

270,096

-

-

-

270,096

Commodity placements

827,574

-

66,000

-

893,574

Investments in syndicated murabaha

126,481

36,924

-

-

163,405

Investments in Sukuk

880,902

-

-

-

880,902

Investment in syndicated Ijarah

20,000

-

-

-

20,000

Loan

40,650

17,956

-

-

58,606

8,533

-

-

-

8,533

45,319

-

-

-

45,319

2,219,555

54,880

66,000

-

2,340,435

Investment in equity capital
Accrued income and other assets
Total assets

15. NET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
The net assets and liabilities of ISFD in foreign currencies at end of Dhul Hijjah are as follows:
1435H

1434H

Euro

12,296

(523)

Islamic Dinar (ID)

10,095

9,463

Saudi Riyal

42,998

43,114

570

1,079

Other Currencies
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16. UNDISBURSED COMMITMENTS
1435H
245,070

Loan

1434H
257,350

17. SHARI’AH COMMITTEE
The Fund’s business activities are subject to the supervision of the IDB’s Shari’ah Committee consisting
of members appointed by the Bank’s General Assembly. Shari’ah Committee for the Bank, its affiliates
and trust funds was established pursuant to the Board Resolution. Members of the Shari’ah Committee
of the Bank, its affiliates and trust funds are appointed for a period of 3 years renewable.
The Committee has the following functions:
-

to consider all products introduced by the Bank, its affiliates and trust funds for use for the first
time and rule on their conformity with the principles of the Shari’ah, and lay down basic principles
for drafting of related contracts and other documents;

-

to give its opinion on the Shari’ah alternatives to conventional products which the Bank, its
affiliates and trust funds intend to use, and to lay down basic principles for drafting of related
contracts and other documents and contribute to their development with a view to enhancing
the Bank’s, its affiliates’ and trust funds’ experience in this regard;

-

to respond to the Shari’ah related questions, enquiries and explications referred to it by the
Board of Executive Directors or the management of the Bank, its affiliates and trust funds;

-

to contribute to the Bank, its affiliates and trust funds programme for enhancing the awareness
of its staff members of Islamic banking and deepen their understanding of the fundamentals,
principles, rules and values relative to Islamic financial transactions; and

-

to submit to the Board of Executive Directors of the Bank, its affiliates and trust funds a
comprehensive report showing the measure of the Bank’s, its affiliates’ and trust funds’
commitment to principles of Shari’ah in the light of the opinions and directions given and the
transactions reviewed.

18. RISK MANAGEMENT
The Fund is monitored by the IDB’s Group Risk Management Department (“GRMD”). The Bank has a
Group Risk Management Department (“GRMD”) that is independent from all business departments as
well as other entities of the Bank. The GRMD is responsible for identification, assessment, mitigating and
reporting of all risks inherent in the Fund’s activities to maintain its low risk profile. The Bank has also
established a Group Risk Management Committee which ensures that, based on the risk appetite there
are appropriate controls on all major risks arising from financing and investment operations through
reviewing the risk management framework, policies, procedures, guidelines and risk reports.
a) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will fail to discharge its obligation and cause
the other party to incur a financial loss. The Fund’s credit risk arises mainly from its financial assets.
For all classes of financial assets held by the Fund, the maximum credit risk exposure to the Fund is
their carrying value as disclosed in the relevant notes. The assets which subject the Fund to credit risk
principally consist of commodity placements, investments in Sukuk, investments in syndicated murabaha
and Loans which are mainly covered by sovereign guarantees and commercial bank guarantees acceptable
to the Fund, in accordance with specific eligibility criteria and credit risk assessments. IDB and its Related
Entities and Managed Funds benefit from preferred creditor status on sovereign financing, which gives
them priority over other creditors in the event of default thus constituting a strong protection against
credit losses.
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The Bank has developed and put in place comprehensive credit policies and guidelines as a part of overall
credit risk management framework to provide clear guidance on various types of financing.
These policies are clearly communicated within the Bank with a view to maintain the overall credit
risk appetite and profile within the parameters set by the management of the Bank. The credit policy
formulation, credit limit setting, monitoring of credit exceptions / exposures and review / monitoring
functions are performed independently by the GRMD, which endeavors to ensure that business lines
comply with risk parameters and prudential limits established by the Board of Executive Directors and
the management of the Bank.
An important element of the credit risk management framework is exposure limits structure for each
obligor and group of connected obligors. Moreover, portfolio concentration limits relating to single
country and single obligor are also in place with the view to maintain appropriate diversification. The
assessment of any exposure is based on the use of comprehensive internal rating systems for various
potential counterparties eligible to enter into business relationships with IDB and its managed funds.
While extending financing to its member countries, the Bank safeguards its and its managed funds’
interests by obtaining adequate guarantees and ensures that the concerned beneficiaries as well as the
guarantors are able to meet their obligations to IDB and its managed funds. In addition to the above risk
mitigation tools, the Bank has in place a comprehensive approach for risk assessment and assignment of
exposure limits for each type of obligors in line with the best banking practices.
b) Country risk
Country risk refers to the risks associated with the economic, social and political environments of the
beneficiary’s home country. Guidelines are in place for assessing and monitoring country risk profiles
and exposure to safeguard the Bank and its funds against undue risk. The country risk profiles and
exposure limits are periodically reviewed taking into consideration the macro-economic, financial and
other developments in the member countries, as well as the status of their business relationship with
IDB and its managed funds, perception of the rating agencies and institutions of repute, risk perception
of market participants and experience of other multilateral development banks (MDB’s). Countries are
classified under 7 risk categories; i.e., “A” to “G”, whereby “A” represents the highest creditworthy
category (lowest risk) and “G” represents the lowest creditworthy category (highest risk).
c) Market risks
The Fund is exposed to following market risks:
i) Currency risk
Currency risk arises from the possibility that changes in foreign exchange rates will affect the value of
the financial assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, in case the Fund does not hedge its
currency exposure by means of hedging instruments. Exposure to exchange risk is limited. Most of the
Fund’s financing operations are USD-denominated, the same currency in which the Fund’s resources
– i.e. equity are denominated. The Fund does not trade in currencies. Therefore, it is not exposed to
currency trading risk. The Fund has a conservative policy whereby the currency composition of the
portfolio is monitored and adjusted regularly.
ii) Equity price risk
The Fund is not exposed to equity price risks arising from equity investments as the investments are held
for strategic purpose rather than trading purposes. Equity investments are classified as available-for-sale.
In view of the composition of investment, equity price risk is not significant.
iii) Mark-up risk
Mark-up risk arises from the possibility that changes in mark-up will affect the value of the financial
instruments. The Fund is exposed to mark-up risk on its investments in commodity placements and
investments in Sukuk. In respect of the financial assets, the Fund’s returns are based on a benchmark and
hence vary according to the market conditions.
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d) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Fund will be unable to meet its net funding requirements. To mitigate
this risk, the Fund adopts a conservative approach by maintaining high liquidity levels invested in cash
and cash equivalents, investments in syndicated Murabaha and commodity placements with short-term
maturity of three to twelve months.
e) Fair values of financial assets and liabilities
The table below analyses financial instruments carried at fair value, by valuation method. The different
levels have been defined as follows:
•

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1).

•

Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that is, derived from prices) (Level 2).

•

Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable
inputs) (Level 3).

1435H

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Assets
Financial assets at fair value through
income statement:
- Investments in Sukuk

-

1,518,955

-

1,518,955

- Murabaha based cross currency and
profit rate swap

-

2,668

-

2,668

Available for sale financial assets:
-

1,538,117

16,494

-

1,538,117

- Investments in Sukuk

-

880,902

-

880,902

- Murabaha based cross currency and
profit rate swap

-

52

-

52

-

8,533

-

8,533

-

889,487

-

889,487

- Investments in equity capital

-

16,494

1434H

Assets
Financial assets at fair value through
income statement:

Available for sale financial assets:
- Investments in equity capital

Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged or a liability settled between knowledgeable
and willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. Fair value of investments in Sukuk and Murabaha based
cross currency and profit rate swaps are measured based on inputs other than quoted prices that are
observable.
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19. SEGMENT INFORMATION
Management has determined the chief operating decision maker to be the Board of Executive Directors
as this body is responsible for overall decisions about resource allocation to development initiatives
within its member countries. In order to ensure the availability of sufficient resources to enable it
to meet its developmental objectives, the Fund actively engages in treasury and liquidity management.
Development initiatives are undertaken through a number of Islamic finance products as disclosed on
the face of the Statement of Financial Position which are financed centrally through the Fund’s resources.
Management has not identified separate operating segments within the definition of FAS 22 “Segment
Reporting” since the Board of Executive Directors monitors the performance and financial position
of the Fund as a whole, without distinguishing between the developmental activities and the ancillary
supporting liquidity management activities or geographical distribution of its development programs.
Further, the internal reports furnished to the Board of Executive Directors do not present discrete
financial information with respect to the Fund’s performance to the extent envisaged in FAS 22.

20. APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The financial statements were authorized for issue in accordance with a resolution of the Board of
Executive Directors on 17 Jumada Al-Awwal 1436H (8 March 2015)
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